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Line 1 does  not   say  "The year 1999 seventh month"

This is what is meant by quatrein 5 98 1:  
A.quarante.huit.degre.climaterique  (‘q’ = ‘c’  'u' = 'v')   pairs  C+F+9 46  3

RECLAIM   (i555) /poetry line AND EDIT THE  UURECKAGE AUTHENTIC MDLV METRICAL

the   original J555 publication (which goes as far as 4:53)  has many differences  to the J562/68 editions. 
 

 
 L’an. mil   neuf    cens   neuf   fept   mo.is. 
The year.  new centuries one thousand  non prefixed  new  seventh month. 

pairs 6 2 3 En l'an   fept cens &  neuf cieux  feront tef moings,   (tes/yours. moins/less... mois could mean "less") 
In/made the seventh century 676AD and new papal celestia calendar yours will be much less. 324 years removed 

 

ust to play the devil's advocate ~ let's say, that first "n" might be an accident attached to a period as it is. Go to the other 

"n"s in the line and compare them. Subtle, isn't it!  Although there is only one other "a" in the line; had nonante been the 

word – look how clear and distinct the first  "a"  is, meaning there is no reason it would not be just as clear in nonante!  

The inside joke here, is that the ʺiʺ for the Latin ʺ J  ʺ could be  a ʺ ʺ, which we have been learning is an "i" anyway! 

There actually is another ditrochee in the line, faint, but there nevertheless. Between mo and is. The French for mo 
means "staff"/clerks in this case, and the "is " is "issu" which means "descended from, produced". It is also a pun on 
Yssu – which appears in the Template meaning Ysus – Jesus. These are what is called "pointers" in the directives to 
the collator. The directives on how to find the intended true meaning. One might have begun with "why do it in the 
English Language?"Allan Webber did write up answers to this most important question, which will be published in 
the same day as this forum. Allan found that the Quatreins anagrammed worked in any language that he attempted 
Compare the clear and concise "a" in L'an to where the same "a'' has been taken (presumed) by "scholars" to be in 'ante'.  

The combination of the words non.inte have been misread all these years to say "nonante" (which in actuality means  

"not before") but always taken as "ninety", in French it is quatre-vingt-dix. In Belgium & Switzerland nonante is ninety.  

Taking into account the ditrochee, which is quite clear - the indication is it was never meant to mean ninety. The "non" & 

the "ante" (ie misread as 'ante')  have been concisely divided to say on the one hand:  "not before", ie "suffixed" that is, if  

the  "i''  had really been an "a".    

Therefore the meaning of this line with its huge definitive  full stop at the end of it indicating stop here . ('and take note     

of the other full stop periods in this line acting according  to directives the Template provides') .... interprets as: 

THE YEAR. NEW CENTURIES ONE THOUSAND NEW SEVENTH MONTH NON- PREFIXED.  

10 94 2. N'obei tant a l'edict Hespericque:   (1st line says France & Italy)   Disobeying the Western edict:  which edict would that be? 

H.C.
collator

 YET TO OBEY DIALECT TECHNIQUES: back in 2009 this was true . This is how the "directives" arrived  

   from Allan Webber's Computer Programmed Template 

 NICE EQUATIONS ARE PREDICTABLE. 
followed by: 

10 39 3. Auant dixhuict incompetant eage,  (Quite so: eg. where Lan and Lon has none  C+F+PUNCTUATION 

(of the texts…  MI EXPECTATION ATEN (asteroid) DUTCH GUIANA     C+F+VERMONT  

(the “Vermont towards Chile” asteroid) noting there is an “x” in ‘dix huit’  yet Allan has no “x” in the computerized line  footnote 
 

No doubt, the reader would at this stage, like to know what this is really about. What the real line is telling 
us, and NOT in the texts hidden, but in plain sight.  The 'authority 'of the times had mandated an extra one 
thousand years be added to the calendar. This was done by clerics simply changing the "i' ("j") for Ysus to a 

number 1. This was accomplished against their will, as demonstrated  in the forum  FIX THE CALENDARS. pg 15 
Having only just yesterday found the prefixed date in Presage J562 written up as the true date format, that is, 

"in the year of our Lord Jesus" 562 ...  I see a couple of coincidences. For one – i562 was the publication date for 

the only authentic  full Ten Centuries of Quatrains published while Nostradamus was still alive.  Centuries 11 
and 12 are Centuries of Sixaines, and those refer to the times we are living in now, which is why he "rendered 
them to Vulcan" (behind his hearth fire). They use such words as "crocodilian" relating to "messiah":  quite 
dangerous words for himself, living in times of awaiting a "returning Messiah".    10 75  long awaited he will never return 

That he should date this important Presage displaying the prefixed  J   where a number 1 now appears,  is ʺ ʺ,
for us,  another hint that all is not well with our calendars.  Not to mention proof that this  concerned him. 
There is a really good reason for not only the subtle warnings, but for repairing the problem with alacrity. 
That the year i5622 should speak of these matters should be noted as prophecy.  Somewhere in the century 
encompassing  350 to 490 or thereabouts,* the matter was not yet set in stone, not until 676, when July was 
made to be Yule of 1,000 – and the A.D. was tacked on because the prefix had been altered to a number "1'. 
We will see other hints later in a table for a  DARK AGE  period from the Quatrains under the word BRETON ... 

J 
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*encompassing  Breton age 350 to 490 or thereabouts/ this is mentioned to remind the reader that sixteen years 
after  J566, (the doc died i566) the Gregorian Calendar was introduced; in  J582.  With a number 1.  As far as we know.  

10 72 1 Is not the only quatrain hiding hints. Clues are scattered betwixt many quatrains and the only person 
likely to find them is an analysist-collator, following this hint here: 

6 2 1 En l'an cinq cens octante plus &  moins,  In the [centuries] year five hundred and eighty less and more  (J.582/I582) C5:80 

. The publication Cheetham was working with had it as  : 
6 2 3 En l'an ƒept cens & trois cieux en teƒmoings ... this is still legitimate as a quatrain since "serre" was in 1 63 3 of Cheetham's 
edition published by Chavigny only two years after the doctor passed away; who may have been much maligned by scholars simply 
because the doctor failed to name him in his will – a will written the very same week Nostradamus died (the July 2nd i566 date): 
and I would take it to read "seventh century [676AD] and three [centuries, 324 years] heavens [papal] declared" [by edict].  
The same edict of "two laws" of 5 80 3 Of the two laws the heathen [non believer] one will give way 

7 36  God, the heavens, all the divine verb in the waves,   (EnKi is "lord of Earth and water" and  EnLil lord of the airwaves) 
7 36 2 Carried by seven red-bald heads to Byzantium:       Cardinals 
7 36 3 The anointed of Trebizond, against three centuries,      
years Prince Ottö in July 676AD deducted  bringing the date forward to 1000AD 

7 36 4 Making two laws,  first horror then trust. pairs 1 40 4 Edict changeant monnoyes (&) loys. 
9 75 
From Ambracia and the country of Thrace Greece 
People by sea, evil and help from the Gauls:  ("the Gauls" help in dating the "Gothic calendar" of 1 42) 
In Provence the perpetual trace,                  here telling us that he had left a trace "in perpetuity" - J562, 

With vestiges of their custom and laws.  *the "vestiges" refer to the J for Yesus, and the books "rendered to Vulcan" 

but the clue in  6 2 3 in the edition the collator is using, while the doc was alive: says (minding that "en" can mean "made") 

6 2 3 En l'an fept cens & neuf cieux feront tef moings, doing exactly what he did in 10 72 1 – using "neuf" as "new" but also 
sending us to look at Centuries 7 Quatrain 9. The same with disguising the actual year of  J582, tells us to go to C 5 Q 80 

with the qualifyer of "more and less", both as a year "more" than 1580, and as quatrains which surround 5:80.  "More" then 
became 6 2,  7 3 & 7 9 (along with 10 72 1). The "less than 5 80" is J562 both as a Presage and as a quatrain. We (you and 

me) had actually been led to look closely at J562 right here!  One can see how easy it is to dedicate one's time (life-time) to 

delving into these works – the very same which Stephen Fry pontificated on his  TV show "IQ" as "a whole lot of rubbish".  
Presage J562 is the ONLY occasion I have seen the doctor use the Yesus prefix. With the Inquisition knocking on his 

neighbours doors, I find it particularly brave to have done so (publicly publishing a hint – backing up C+F+ 5 61 4  & 1 62 4). 
      6 2 3   tes = yours  moins  =  less In the seventh century (676AD) and new (papal) celestial (calendar) yours will be much less.
If we hark back to the Preface to Cesar, where Nostradamus is trying to guide his young son in the ways of 
understanding  certain terms – he warns that it is only by the celestial means can we arrive at correct dating. 
Being in the days of horse carried mail, the ratification by Byzantine Constantine of an Edict at Rome seems 
to have taken ninety four years to have reached the rest of the educated world.   The public generally is not 
aware that the Gregorian Calendar was only accepted world-wide @1922– and that included the use of radio!  
As a result we can see much overlapping of various calendars for many centuries. The one constant are stars. 
I did search for that Roman Edict of around 676A.D. It has been well hidden – for good reasons. For one thing, 
it very likely is ensconsed within the Vatican Library – and it is those that run the Vatican which stand to 
profit from the changing of those calendars. The fiddling with  324 years and the adding of one thousand. 
The REAL REASON FOR THIS DATING WAS CONTRACTUAL. BEING THE  DATE LIMITS  IN CERTAIN TREATIES. 
FOR EXAMPLE: CLAUSES FOR (say) 2014 'PAYMENT', ARE NOT REALLY DUE FOR ANOTHER THOUSAND YEARS. 
Changing calendars from Julian to Gregorian;  had pope Gregory XIII really been in i582, he should have re-
moved 13 days, not 10, said Pr. Hans Ulricht Niemitz.1  Implying that three centuries were already amiss at 
that date which makes me wonder if the 676 date (provided by the hidden texts) has been a mistake on my 
behalf.  The fact that it was 325 'C.E.' that the Nicean Council convened to edit works into a New Testament  
to tack onto the bible seems more than coincidence regarding the number 324 (and a half – to July) 
One cannot  go to a Wikipedia  and search "Prince Otto" since the dates therein are the wrong ones.  
Same for Psellus' Cronographia of 1055AD.  Has there been an error by the simple words "sixth century"? 
One other clue is in 1 68 2  that one pope  Innocent delivers three (centuries) coming  4 Done in horror by drunken  traders. 

o 11 18 5 De son tourment, ja la toile tisuë,                                                                                                                          C+F+CHAMPAGNE 

o Of his torment, the cloth [destiny] already woven                         
 (see ONE SENT TO DIE, UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS)

 

 (Andr. Council) ciphers     (cipher of +458) 

... O  orbit  TUN    
astr.unit 

IS ILL-NATURED AN JEERED,  

  

 
both in the Bible''put in irons''  (iron also means Mars, the Face in Mars) and in the clay tablets of Enki  

ELATUS proud  JU Jew TRUE DEMON SEED SATAN TO MULTI-SOLUTION REASON 

USED JOLLIER DULL ÖTTÖ ADJUSTS SLANDEROUS SEASON                                  

                         He who removed 324
1
/2 years from our calendar (season timer) 

 C+F+NIEMITZ
 

SLANDEROUS SEASON = when Christms is really Xmass
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The year. new centuries one thousand  non prefixed  [in/with] new seventh month.

**

o The suffix of A.D. for Anno domini (year of our Lord) see more regarding the definition of A.D. following pages 
was added by pope Innocent in league with Constantine VII (or VIII who straddled the 1,000A.D. calendar according to Wiki 

when they together made a public Edict that July "j"676  will become 1,000A.D.  To add the A.D. meant removing the 

prefix "i"/"j" so this seems to me to be no ‘clerical’ error, but done culpably, in collusion, between the Empire of 

Byzantium and Rome. Say the Hidden Texts. 
When researching these popes and emperors you will find large discrepancies all over the place.    That was the Plan. 

 (if you can find THE HEAVENS DECLARE THE GLORY OF GOD  By P. Johnson;  C+F+ 'dominion' in it,  if you cannot find it, 
just  ask me for a copy – strictly for those who are prepared to go that one step further in seeking esoteric  information)

 

** Anna Hayes: in her book Voyager II, page 250, (Second Edition - 2002) 
"Presently, the greatest threat to our global well being is not the "United Intruder Resistance" (UIR) itself, but rather 
our amnesia and resulting ignorance as to how to handle ourselves effectively. If we all sit around and wait for the 
'First Contact Mass Landing" to occur, to 'prove' to us that our ET visitors are real, by THEN, know it is too late to do 
anything other than seek out the nearest Guardian evacuation team. If the First Mass Contact drama does take place, 
as the UIR presently intends (anywhere between 2002 and 2009), they will have already gained full control of Earth's 
portal systems, and will be able to initiate pole shift precisely when desired via the Niburian Battlestar, the crystalline 
installation beneath Stonehenge, England, and their global network of subterranean bases located across the planet. 
Prevention is the only way to solve this drama peacefully before it goes any further.  
There will be a large increase in volcanic activity before the shift happens. " 
 

Collator of the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus:  
Just as a well known five star general said in recent times... (paraphrasing his quote from memory) 
"all 'wars' are to gain control of alien technology, specifically stargates"  

which information matches what the texts have been warning us – that the CERNS are artificial stargates, that they are 
affecting the Earth's core and her magnetic fields, which are being altered for reasons beyond human understanding.  
Reasons that involve the moving of Earths orbit, the changing of her frequencies and that of all life in the Living Library. 

9 45 (could refer to 2 95 1 ONE NINTH BIT LIES ZEROES HABITABLE ; [LABELS HIBERNATIONS] TABLES NORSE HINT  Eddur 
None will remain to ask, 
Great MENDOSUS [nodus sem] will obtain its dominion: 
Far from the court [orbit theatre] it will cause to be countermanded                             put in another place, or contrcoup   
Piedmont, Picardy, Paris, Tuscany the worst .  (go to the ADRIATIC  forums to see why.)   

In all those videos purporting to interview people who have come back from our future for one reason or another -  one 
"traveller" was asked about populations world wide,  with a side comment that  "Europe is empty – no one there"   

 he may have been legitimate.                   
o (Tuscany:  direction of flight path of asteroid/meteor  [one asteroid is named Norse] and great flooding over Olympus. 
o The word ZEROES  is not really possible.    This is saying that there is "ZERO" to be seen everywhere in the area (Adriatic) 
o TABLES  NORSE  HINT  Eddur  Asteroids have names (over 2,200 of them) and Eddur is one, and I did do a "meteor TABLE"  

 

1 69 2 Apres paix, guerre, faim, inondation:  after peace, [after] war, [after] famine, [after] flooding: 
Allan Webber's Template

 

check 'd outADMONITION POPE RE-APPOINTS /put in  
so. one of the reasons for adding AD 'at the rear' was to take away from the prefix 'in the year of our lord' 

AND URGE EXPANSION PAPERS/Earths DOMINEER. PAGE
vb

 APPEARED INNOXIOUS EXTENDING UNITED PIOUS REASON. 

 

Paper Tiger – Term: one in power, without substance to that authority.  Such as the soldiers which are not soldiers, 
destroying history & securing star gates from the "enemy".  Love the pun RAMP-AGING when RAMP means stargate 
and AGEING refers to the ages or dimensions involved. 

  the Julian Calendar which began in Spring/March 20 "approximately" Easter 
saying  truly expired the Julian Calendar – ratified by pope Gregory in J582. The date of  J676  "becoming " 1,000 A.D. 

may have been a smoke screen, a head-turner,  obfuscating researcher-scholars from seeing the truth, the easing out 
of prefixes to be replaced by the suffix.  In those days (indeed these days too) differing calendars co-existed 
COMMUNISM saw its successes via unlimited propaganda and unlimited terrorism. Hmmm. Sounds familiar! 
Communism "expired" between July and August 1991, even though the Berlin Wall Fell 1989, an apparently "unsuccesful" 
coup on Gorbachev still rendered the failure of Communism in the public paradigm. I say "apparently" because we have been 
learning about clones and walk-in "replacements, such as the more recent Turkish Erdogan supposed failed coup, supplanting 
the western controlled new clone-puppet Erdogan.  Clones and walk-ins cannot "do" wrinkles, so check for yourself. 
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 AIM GIANTS STAR TIMEGATE DOMINION FOR READERS EXPOSING:  
the very reason the cronus visor was stashed under Oak Island – to prevent the mis-use of information found there, a 
repeat indeed of "de-generation" such as that of the Adam and the Eve when they discovered the 'tree of knowledge" 

PRIMES DE-GENERATION REAPPEAR 
PAIRS  FAIRER  PROGRAM  RETAINING  FIREARMS  AGAINST  OGRE  PIRATE,  IF NEUROTOXIN  DIMENTIA  NOT  INTERFERE 

o Where JULY is the YEAR'S  NEW  SEVENTH  MONTH  of THE NEW MILLENNIA  in 10 72 1. It Just occurred to me 
that this could not only be saying that Easter is no longer the beginning of a new year, but that what was once July, 
having become Yule-New year; brought in our current fiscal trading calendar, removing the seasons as our timer. 

The remainder of 10 72: 

o  
o further to translation: 
o nonante seulement – ninety only not before 
o neuf = medieval innovative, new, nine 
o ninety = nonante or quatre-vingt-dix 
o ninety nine in Medieval French  quatre-vingt-dix-neuf 

10 72  in 2018 he will be 18              See KING OF FEAR forum 

L'an. mil neuf cens non.inte neuf fept mois.       

Du ciel viendra un grand Roy d'effraieur: 
Refufciter le grand Roy d'Angolmois.     Mongol is a cloned roid 

Avant apres Mars regner par bon-heur. 

10 72  NOT : The year 1999,  seventh month 
The year. New centuries one thousand non- prefixed new seventh month. 
From the sky will come a great King of fear: 
To bring back to life the great King of Mongols. See the forum 10 72 
Before and after Mars/War reigns by good timing/year. orbit 

1 52 1 Les deux malins de Scorpion conjoint,  Two evil Scorpion influences [Earth events] conjoining.  at the same time 

 (correct) ,with-Ʃ-greys cipher,  PARCS-SOLID JUNCTIONjoining-of-LION - under Antarctica 
NEXT DOMINION-IS-JUICELESS- is fruitless.   (could be saying it is DNA free, i.e: artificial intelligence 

  
LONDONER-ICKE EXCELS:-EXPLAINED-JUICIEST-COMPLEXIONS of-SAD-INJUSTICE:-MOD CONS. money system   

LONDONER ICKE SPOILS SEX-MAD COMPLEX EXPLOITS JUNIORS JAILS TOXIC DEMON LORDS PLUNDER INNOCENT SONS 
INDICATION-ICKE-IS-JESUS-SOUL-COMPLEX...   
this last is the  David Icke clue – accused of saying he was Jesus (easily done, being accused)  
...but could be saying here that he really is 
LONESOME-PARCS-JOINS-JOURNALS-INDEX-TELLS:- LIONESSLeo Minor- DEMON-IN-U.N.-LIE.  

 

ALEX JONES IN COSMIC UNMELODIC ELITE  SPIN-DOCTORS’ MORONIC INPUT – MINDLESS AT ICON’S Elo’im  PRODUCTION 
 

PETER MOON: NON CLINICAL JINXED UNSOCIAL SIX  INCLUDED COX HELM IMPERIAL SOULLESS INDIA- JULIAN  ROMAN   
o ALEX JONES  always under question, but there are two of him   UNMELODIC ELITE those whose DNA is damaged 
o MINDLESS AT ICON’S Elo’im PRODUCTION unaware of the Elohim, their part in the overhead & underground star wars 
o COUNCIL the Andromeda Council  JUMPED ALEX COLLIER using a jump room, a form of star gate (A.R.C.)  
o DISJOINTED JUNCTION CONDITION the separation of souls between each other, caused by the money system 
o PETER MOON see his videos, the Giants Base Under Bucegi    NON CLINICAL  not researching   JINXED UNSOCIAL SIX  

the unholy Six       
o INDIA-JULIAN  ROMAN  the ancient Aryan who were and are Anakim of the reptilian Imperial warrior races, 

but COX-HELM here could be Alexander The Great who married princess Roxan of Bactria (Afghanistan), was 
pharaoh of Egypt after Darius III, was king of Persia, king of Macedonia and Lord of Asia.  Born  July 21  356BC.  

o pairs with 7 24 4  Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont  Great one from Lorraine via the bridge of the Compte. 
, UTOPIAN, LONDONDER (David Icke):  REPULSION  

UNGODLIER  MARDUQ SUPPER.    PRUDENT OAR UTOPIAN  UPPER, 
LONDONDER  DREADING  DISPARATE  ANGLO-INDIAN   
PERILOUS  RADIATION  ADULTERS  PRENATAL  PROPER 

4 92 1 Teste tranchee du vaillant capitaine,   1. The head of the brave leader cut off,      (guillotined) 
HALLUCINATES  INATTENTIVE,  you  CARPETED [by chemtrails] 
ANTICIPATE  SAD  URAL-ALTAIC  EVENT  
SEVENTEENTH  DAN/Scorpio [Nov 8th] this was the date in 2014 of the ratification of Treaty 9 
 ICE HALT PARENTHETICAL (reptilian) which  PARENTS  UNETHICAL  DNA  ACTUALITIES (clones) 
either changes shape-shape shifts or mutates DNA 

o URAL-ALTAIC this could be the « ANGLO-INDIAN » radioactivity  in  7 24 4 
  is  November 8th  

 

http://www.wordreference.com/fren/quatre-vingt-dix-neuf
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10 37 4 Chambry, Moriane combat against fainct . Iulian. E   

JULIAN CANCER MONTH COMMY MAFIA MANIAC MENACE AIM MACABRE NECROTIC AMERICAN CONCERT BIMBO FAME  
(Bimbo such as in Ga Ga or MYLIE CYRUS, whose name is actually in this line) 

BARBARIC/AshkeNazi banksterARABIC CRAFT FICTION MAY-BE  RAT RACE CONCRETE CITY,  

COMMUNICATE; COME N.Y. TEA-YULE. FOR BRUTIFICATION OF MAN noting the names Brutus and Julius are also here  
CHARLATAN CRAB BEAR/Ursa FACTION: MANTIC Mantis, the giant type RICH ELITE BAITER  CONTRIBUTE CANNIBAL CRANIUM  
YEAR  AUTHENTIC  AFRICAN  MONUMENTAL  BUBONIC  CHEMTRAIL~ANTENNAE  CONTAMINANT  EARTH  IN  MA  

o TEA = Sagittarius---YULE. MAY---BE/Virgo MA = Libra in Oct. exactly what was happening that date in 2017      
 

A   

D 

 

from William Whitaker's Latin Words 
D                    NUM    2 0 X   X X CARD             

500  as a ROMAN NUMERAL 
                SUFFIX = act of; means of; 

result of;                           

             N      3 2 LOC S N   Early    dommin.i

            N      3 2 DAT S N                  

domo, domare, domui, domitus  V   [XXXBX]   

 

             N      2 1 GEN S M                                domin.i 

dominus, domini  N  M   [XXXAX]   

lord, master; the Lord; title for owner, 

ecclesiastics/gentlemen/peer; 

min           SUFFIX  act of; means of;                              result of;

            N      3 2 LOC S N  Early                                       

domo, domare, domui, domitus  V   [XXXBX]   

subdue, master, tame; conquer; 

 N  M     2 1  M   [XEXAO]   

God (Christian text); god; divine essence/being, 

supreme being; statue of god; 

, divi  N  M     2 1  M   [XXXAX]  god; diva divus

,
 abb. 

 N  M   [XXXCG]  Aulus (Roman praenomen); 

(
abb. 

A./Au.); [Absolvo, Antiquo => to free, reject]; 

a., 
abb. 

 N  M   [XXXDG]    lesser, lower case 

; 
abb.

 ann./a.; [regnavit a(nnis).                                           

a  PREP  ABL   [XXXAO]   

by (agent), from (departure, cause, remote 

origin/time);  (reference); 

 PREP  ACC   [XXXCO]   
abb.

 a.; [

                        

a  INTERJ   [XXXBO]   

Ah!; (distress/regret/pity, appeal/entreaty, 

surprise/joy, objection/contempt);                     

D., abb.  N  M   [CXIEO]    Classic, uncommon 

(Roman praenomen);(
abb.

 D.) (THINK ALSO "TO DECIMATE")    

 Lord;
 abb. 

D; [ => in calendar AD/Anno Domine 

the year of our Lord]; 

d     N      9 8 X   X C    d., abb.  N  C   [XXXCS]              
 abb.

 d;   

 =  before the day;

d                    ADJ    9 8 X   X X POS  d., 
abb.

  

ADJ   [XLXIO] inscript            

(to pay), 

(
a b b .  

); 

10 37 4a) Chambry, Moriane combat fainct . julian  
NAMES SMARMY TYRANNIC  MY MNEMONIC CHEF RAMBO-BRAT COMMA, MAMMOTH TRENCHANT  TECHNOCRATIC  

BRAIN-CASE MAMMA'S BOY Ninurta CREATES  SHABBY CATARACT IN  BRAIN OF COMMONERS BY NARCOTICS HABIT.   
 gmo  " Big Pharma 

 
 

 
see prisoners in the ship 2 65 3 The fire in the ship [Earth], plague and captivity [no escape/prisoners],   

 

NO MERCY, SENT MECCA'S MACHO ARK FIERY SASAR scalar BOOBY-BOMB FORMS MANIC  M.E.  

  
o MNEMONIC CHEF by using such words as RAMBO-BRAT (recall James Casbolt as the red bearded Ninurta in Da Vinci's 

 Last Supper?) is hardly hard work to remember! They make it much easier using qualifyers
o TRENCHANT  TECHNOCRATIC  trenchant means maturing contract as in Treaty 9. This is indicating Ninurta was present 

at the trade-technology-for-men clause, in 1933.  If you read MANNEQUIN by James Casbolt you will learn how he was 
 present in 1933 yet is still a young man.

o RAMBO-BRAT made that way via hellish sexual torture as a child, by those from Aldebaran who reside under Antarctica along 
with those from Sirius =  Apee/Ahpee   

o the false rapture 
o  

o  
pairs 4 44 4 PERIGORT 

PIRT OGRE (greys), GET TRIP - GO PRIOR  R. (Draco) EGO TRIP – OPT IRREG. GERI gerimander PORT RE OÖRT ~ RIG  G. PETRO  
(Geminid asteroid) but RIG also refers to the fallen angels "eunuchized"  
PORTER  carry I (ice) G (Gemini) RETRO  went back to PIG, year of 

1 R./Sagittarius ROPE  IT ~ RE  TOR tectonic and see the vignette with tectonic 
plates separating under the sign of Pisces, the two fish 

o TOR = tectonic plates.                 Year of the PIG = 2019 (?) 
o 1 POE = spontaneous human combustion   2HILUM: scarred or pitted: an asteroid or comet 

10 37 4b) Iulian. julian    ALA LU ANU  LAIN  ALI/Muslims IN ALLAH 
Letter #31 
Tu tamen, ubicunque fueris, et de tua et Domini nostri valetudine, itemque de coeteris rebus, ut soles, me semper facies  
You nevertheless ubicunque  exist even according to your lord our condition likewise besides when from sun event myself always appears 
certiorem: de quo ego quidem non dubito, et mihi persuadeo. Quid multis moror?  
determined with regard to anything I unspecified therefore certainly, and myself convinced.  Whatever the many costs-penalty.  
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Letter #35 
Si vis, dicam tibi uno verbo quis sit: frater/brother  est domini/who lives Ioannis (Oannes IO annis – tenth century) 
If  willing word force calls thee alone any such able being destroys lords existence  

5 24 Saturn = Satan and Jupiter = laws and contracts, with the Sun being the GoldenCube 5 62 2 Sun in the Orient, Saturnines  in the West: 
The realm and law raised under Venus,  (Valiant Thor said he came from Venus 
Saturn will have dominion over Jupiter:   5 11 3 Saturnines will no longer occupy their own realm 

The law and realm  raised by the Sun,     5 87 1 The year that Saturn is out of/beyond excluded its control (bondage-orbit) 
By those of Saturn suffering  the worst.    6 17 3  Those Saturnins burned by the millers,(wheel of precession) The Saturnines – Anakim 
4 67 1 The year that Saturn and Mars are equal fiery (was Aug. 2016)  4 86 1 The year that Saturn will be conjoined in Aquarius  5 14 1 Saturn and Mars in Leo Spain captive, 
5 24 2 Saturn will have dominion over Jupiter: 5 24 4 By those of Saturn suffering  the worst. The Saturnines – Anakim  5 62 2 Sun in the Orient, Saturnines  in the West:  
5 91 4 By those of Alba when Mars is in Leo and Saturn in Aquarius . So 4 86 and 5 91 are paired  6 4 4 Saturn, Leo, Mars, Cancer in plunder. 

ASSYRIA encompassed parts of Iraq/MesoPotamia, Turkey, Iran/Persia and Syria(as ut turns out, this article relates to C+F+ULPIAN 

ʺ"The scholars who had previously served the Assyrian emperor later found employment at the courts of the Median and the neo-

Babylonian kings, the usurpers of Assyria’s claim for world dominion.  

In due course, we find their descendants teaching Daniel the esoteric secrets of the Chaldeans, advising the Achaemenid kings of 

Persia, transmitting their wisdom to Pythagoras, waiting at the deathbed of Plato, performing the substitute king ritual for 

Alexander the Great, (Pharaoh of Egypt) reading the physiognaomy of Sulla, and finally spreading their doctrines in the 

imperial court of Rome, as highly valued advisers of the emperors Claudius, Nero, Domition, Trajan and Marcus Aurelius.  

I venture to suggest that their influence was far greater than is generally believed.” [Parpola, 1999] 

And no doubt, inspiring Ezra – the creator of the Hebrew Bible. 
This long quote from Dr. Parpola’s paper brings forward a great deal to consider in terms of our study of time, the cycles of time, 

the ceremonies regarding the cycles of time" 

Chaldeans = Aramaic: Persian Gulf area 
Excerpted from the Casseopea Experiment 
The Grail Quest and The Destiny of Man: Part III: Time 
 

From Da Vinci’s Disguised Script 
Delli omini che dorman  nell' asse  d'albero   
 

Che domini  Nell 

About ones  who  attribute  tree  axis  [basis]  

Leonardo is saying "about Nostradamus & those behind him 
'tree [cipher] basis Nell/hidden' see also assa.accompanied 

limento 
  lemon 

Leonardo is saying here that things are hidden at each lemon 
 

Helen Parks      RE-ITERATION 
todays find is a MAJOR discovery   

The infamous 10 72  KING OF TERROR  quatrain which everyone for ever, has thought commences thus: 

"The year 1999 seventh month" 

ake a look at the Very Original quatrain line from the i562 edition - published while Nostradamus was still alive.  

The image of this line is here for you.  there are unusual full stops (periods) in the line which are ditrochees that 

Nostradamus put there for a reason.  There is a full stop immediately after the first word L'an.  then there is one    

immediately after the word "non". followed very closely by the word "inte". The words non.inte  are in the Latin. 

This is done with great intent using proof-reader's tools (punctuation) as a subterfuge.  

One that is explained in the texts hidden by anagram within the quatrains. It appears under the word "ditrochee" in 
9 85 3. D’ouvrir par foy paroy Phocen tiendra fon trofne  Marseilles will hold its throne, to open the wall by faith  

 

 
 from within the 'skin'

  
TROY EPOCH the age of deceit = Pisces which does not finish until around 2,592 A.D./C.E.     WODEN is EnLil/Thor/YHWH 
but could also be referring to that event during the Troy Epoch which has left evidence of nuclear warfare scarring the planet    
across the Arabian peninsular, may have also been the Harrapa event.   There is much written in ancient texts about Vimanas  
and Nuclear warfare. In his Earth Chronicles series, Zecharia Sitchin describes a rivalry between EnKi and EnLil which did not go  
well for the aggressor Enlilites, the wind having shifted and nuked their own camp. One might say instant karma. 

 

THE YEAR. NEW CENTURIES ONE THOUSAND  NON- PREFIXED  NEW SEVENTH MONTH. 
 

When the previous [to us] calendar was Julian (but current to Nostradamus since Gregorian was not made an edict until 

i582,  sixteen years after his death) the Julian began in April-spring  making the "new seventh month" for Nostradamus as 

November. In which case: When reading 1 42 – the reader must be fully astonished at his implication with line one saying: 

Le dix Kalendes d'Apuril de faict Gotique i555 publication     "The tenth of the April Calends calculated in  Gothic fashion"
 

(the date of April 10 referenced in the rest of 1 42 was  about Aleister Crowley writing the "Book of the Law of One" which      
he misintepreted.*  The Law Of One  is actually about quantum mechanics – and this was the "gold"/knowledge sought by      

the "diabolical gathering" in line three, "seeking the gold of the Ornament (Nostradamus in 3 94) and Psellus (Michael Psellus 
the Younger who did write about quantum nechanics in his Cronographia  published 1055 AD. Whatever year that really was) 

*This misinterpretation – taken on purpose – IS NAMED IN  Presage J562.  This is the only time I have seen the "J"  (sigil 

for "in the year of our Lord Jesus")  prefix used by Nostradamus. Look closely. First perception is illusive, which is 
exactly what Nostradamus was counting on in many such proof-read examples that he had instigated. 
 

T 

* That was not his parting wish granted . 
 

 Might be pure propaganda: seen on an alternate news site end of 

January 2018 – the Voynich Manuscript 'is a form of Hebrew' 

http://cassiopaea.org/2011/02/23/cass/biblewho1.htm
http://cassiopaea.org/2011/02/23/the-grail-quest-and-the-destiny-of-man-part-iii-time/
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142?hc_ref=ARRPqnJvppcACD5yoZ7i6uUMR8ao3KnC1S66nWuroj-gRwJjmie0sNlAqTzf1NR2FPs&fref=nf
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 UNDER OCTOBER 2020 ( J562  plus Jain clue 458 = 2020) 

 The Law of One speaking of Earth and Seascape  

 All living with the great Capon    (eunuch/Androgyne)  

 Tacitly listening to Oran (Orion) Vril  Being  1 42 

That was not his parting wish granted . 

 
 

 

This is the closest in font type to the "J" in 

   that I could find in my files 

This particular "J" font can be seen in many examples provided by 

Sylvie Ivanova in her videos, at  MONOLITH.ORG  
One needs to ask, why would he explicitly mention a particular calendar? 
The answer must lie in the definition of 'Gothic'. We need to find that Goth i c  which Nostradamus means and not modern 'Goth'. 
Fifth century east German – from the name of the Visigoths who routed Rome (and its Kalends) during the 400s. Keeping in mind the the 
sixth century, the "500s" was actually the century in which Nostradamus lived!    And King Artur not long gone.    
(We have seen the giant king Artur visiting Rome and appearing on the stone door lintel of Modena church with his entourage) 
Began March equinox, what is called the Vernal (spring) equinox, when daylight hours and night time hours are equal in number 
"Middle Ages" which is what "Medieval" means. Only termed "the dark ages" because of the lack of archaeology, with a very good 
reason for that! There was none.  Modern students of arhaeology just cannot bring themselves to believe that the leap from Visigoth 
taking Rome to the construction of magnificent Gothic Cathedrals could have happened consequentially. There is no evidence of 
intermediate architecture other than the Romanesque. This is what Nostradamus really meant when he told us that "Breton king aquaint 
Norman" with hints in 7 10 3,  9 7 4, 9 58 4,  9 59 4  following 
Much in the same way the "missing genetic hominoid link" has not yet been found to prove the theory of evolving humans.  
Are these two events related? 
Whoever appeared on the scene to provide the stunning architecture of Gothic Cathedrals hot on the heels of nothing-much-like-it-
immediately prior?   Always thinking the word "Mason", as in Stone Mason (which it seems the real Yesu actually was – with the 
adjective of "Carpenter" really meaning he was from Carpenter (constellation, which is now the Compass and Divider constellation of the 
FreeMasons, in Leo Minor area). The connection between the burying of the cronor visor under Oak Island by the Templars assisted by 
Off Worlders with Good Intentions happened in the i4th Century (the i300s. It was in the same  "300s" that the Nicene Council edited a 
Bible to suit their agenda – the "New" Testament, including Revelation – a collection of prophecy gained using the cronor visor). 
Months determined by the event in that month, in the same way native Americans – such as the ten days of falling leaves is Fall, which 
some would call "Pagan" – in tune with Nature. In those days if one was not in tune with the world around, one died. 
An interesting detail, if it is true, that the Medieval day began at sundown. This is also during the times of the "two sleeps" during the night. 
 

 

7 10 
By the great Prince Sirius bordering orbiting l e Mans, all mankind 
Brave and valiant leader of  great armies; Valiant Thor/Enlil 
Through sea and land of  Bretons and Normans, ages joined 
Passing Gibraltar and Barcelona to pillage the island. UK 

 

"The Philadelphia Project, or Project Rainbow,  
Phoenix Projects 1-3,  
origins of the Radiosonde and connections with the work of Wilhelm Reich, government weather control programs and 
hidden agenda, 
the Montauk Mind Control projects, 

 the deliberate murder of thousands of American children in mind control research and time tunnel experiments, 
 government time-tunnel projects and operational procedures, how Nickola Tesla and Von Neumann contributed to these 

projects... 
ORION TECHNOLOGY AND OTHER SECRET PROJECTS 

  Orion Technology 

www.freezone.org/mc/e_conv04.htm - Cached - Similar    time travel               truthseek.info/articles/2/60/ - Cached 
"What von Neumann was working on was nothing less than Godhood itself.  The fulfilment of (FALSE) prophecy made by the Goddess to        
a German order of the Knights Templar at the gates of her most ancient city of Nineveh during the reign of Frederick II, over seven 
hundred years ago".  

 If we are actually in IOI8 right now,  "over 700 years ago" makes Frederick II reigning in the 4th century, the 300s, which would be pertinent  

but on minimal research Frederick II (The Great) reigned from I.740. That is not even about "700 years ago".  
(1000 minus 324) would equal the “Breton king aquaint Norman”. ..  minus the 600+ years  we have been taught  the gap is. 
How clever were those off worlders!  Add 1000 years by changing the prefix from "i" to a number"1".   
Then have prince Otto bring forward the centuries in July 676AD  by 324 years calling it One Thousand  A.D.  
Giving foundation to the words "no man shall know the hour". 

"was nothing less than Godhood itself."  – Von Neumann was working on time travel.   
 

  I find it intriguing that those working with the CERNS claim to be seeking the source of "Godhood itself".  
 

 

 

 I am wondering if this "Under October 2020" coupled with "earth and seascape" is referring to the October in the Epistle 

http://www.freezone.org/mc/e_conv04.htm
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:d3zp59icK8cJ:http://www.freezone.org/mc/e_conv04.htm%2BThis+report+was+constructed+from+over+9+hours+of+video+interviews,+personal+interviews+and+individual+commentary.+It+is+structured+in+an+open+question-answer+format&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&channel=np&hl=en&ct=clnk
http://www.google.com.au/search?hl=en&client=firefox-a&hs=tLM&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&channel=np&q=related:www.freezone.org/mc/e_conv04.htm+This+report+was+constructed+from+over+9+hours+of+video+interviews,+personal+interviews+and+individual+commentary.+It+is+structured+in+an+open+question-answer+format&tbo=1&sa=X&ei=Rpy4T4ndF6WSiAf3mfGJCQ&ved=0CBYQHzAA
http://truthseek.info/articles/2/60/
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:1Y2i7_jwyNQJ:http://truthseek.info/articles/2/60/%2BThis+report+was+constructed+from+over+9+hours+of+video+interviews,+personal+interviews+and+individual+commentary.+It+is+structured+in+an+open+question-answer+format&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&channel=np&hl=en&ct=clnk
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9 7 Nostr.  Meets Da Vinci.  Leonardo Plucked from Adriatic Cont'd. 

He who opens the tomb will find, 
And not coming to close it promptly, 
Evil will come to him, and unable to prove,    the truth 
If it would be better Breton aquaint  Norman king. 
supposedly there is ca 3 centuries between Breton & Norman kings 

Leonardo Plucked from Adriatic Cont'd – when this forum was downloaded by me from the Hidden Texts website; to another of my 
computers – it arrived with a virus.  They do these censoring activities when the evidence inside the forum relating to time travel is  strong 
and has  influencing properties. It took me a while to realize why they picked on this forum. The title was intended to remind me more than 
the readers that I had plucked Da Vinci lines out of the ADRIATIC  forum because it was becoming too large, and had not worked with them, 
which they needed doing. To anyone else (in an alphabet group) they must have thought the texts hidden were about Da Vinci being picked 
up by time gate out of the Adriatic. Nevertheless – notwithstanding, he actually had been, calling the event "being huxed".  IE "fished for". 
(1000 minus 324) would equal the “Breton king aquaint Norman”. ..  minus the  years  we have been taught 
HAD Breton begun ca 366 say, (but recognised as 350 to 490 defeated by Saxons) and Norman begun i066 (but really i742 
conquering Saxons) the gap between Breton at 366 and Norman at i066 is around 700 years. I say around because the king 
said to have begun the Breton dynasty came to the throne 350 but never sired children until his 70th year in 420  

the founder of Brittany  Conan Meriadoc  king about 350 
born?

 died 421C.E.  according to the source,  

fathered  2 children 420 & 421 C.E.  given the kingdom of Maximianus/Roman France 4
th
 century,

the 300s    

(the 300s  [ i350 ] to end of  400s/5
th

 century ) – by tradition, the founder of Brittany–
(Cumberlandfamilysoftware www.cft_win.com)

 
 summarizing the Breton to Norman table supplied later: 
BRETON          350/421  to  490  =  150  or 187 years  being the last king the other king Artur who was killed at the siege 
(battle) of Badon in 537  (The "Strife of Camlann") names him "pershing alongside Medraut" (Mordred)."  
This would take the Breton age to 537 C.E.  overlapping the Saxon "age" by nearly fifty years, and Conan took the reins in  
BRETON Dynasty      421 to  537 C.E. = 116 years   (I say "dynasty"  because Conan never produced children until he was 70 ( ! )  
SAXON        490/537  to  742  =  252 years or around 205 years according to the siege of Badon. Saxon might include Tudor 

NORMAN I066 /742   to   891  =                                  149 years   
Until king John and the Magna Carta JUNE  I215- = 891C.E.

 
supposedly there is a bit over 3 centuries [324 yrs] between Breton/dynasty 116 +Saxon 205 = 321 years and Norman kings at 
742 C.E. minus 321 years = 421, the beginning of Breton progeny. We know the kings of Breton, and we know the kings up 
to Harald/Harold at Hastings. The Saxon kings never covered a period of 529 years 537 C.E.  (defeat of Artur) to I066 A.D. 
TABLE OF KINGS: 
Breton: just playing with numbers here – if Hastings was really 742, and Breton 417 – then the difference would be 325 years 
Saxon to be defined as "better ACQUAINTED with NORMAN "  says Nostradamus – encompassing Tudor (i500s) since  
Henry VIIIth just happened to die the same year Henri Valois II was born, he of Nostradamus' Epistle (short history) and I 
am beginning to suspect the word NAVARRE we see throughout the quatrains will rear its ugly head as well. 

9 58 
Au cofte gauche a l'endroit de Vitry, 
Seront guettez les trois rouges de France, 
Tons affoumez rouge, noir non murdry, 
Par les Bretons.  
remis en affeurance. 

 

9 58 To  the left side at the place/spot of Vitry, 
The three red ones of France will be awaited: 
All felled red, black one not murdered,        see “trucide ?” 
By the Bretons restored to safety. (their correct calendar 
2 14/2 15 Shortly before one leader is got rid of ?  
(trucide/assassinated - disappears)  
Ensued Castor & Pollux, bearded star turns the ship [Earth]  
(this could be Nibiru or a comet from Gemini, the Gemenids)  
The public funds emptied by land [earthquakes] and by sea,  
(unimaginable earthquakes and radioactive floods)  
Pisa, Asti, Ferrara, Turin forbidden lands.  (radioactive?)  
The question mark appears on the original quatrain, hinting the 
reported assassination may be a ruse.  

 

9 59 
At taking La Fert-Vidame, 
Red Nicholas held who having produced life:   
The great Louis [asteroid] that secret act will be born, 
Giving Bretons Burgundy through/because of envy.               
 
Bretons = a key word for travelling in time 

 

FIX CALENDAR IN LIEU, OPPOSES PITIFUL HANDICAP: CHERTAN IN LEO’S- HIP RADICAL ‘CHILDREN TRADE TREATIES’  
LONDONER UUILL HELP EXPOSE AND DUMP ADDED TIME, EXPOSE HOMO-IOUSIAN     
IN SEUENTH CENTURIES [ ] TOOL. MANURE HAD APPEALED TO UNHAPPIER PARANOIC FOOL  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conan_Meriadoc
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WHAT IT ALL MEANS IS EXACTLY WHAT HAS BEEN STATED IN THE HIDDEN TEXTS, THAT the prefix "i" 

was changed to a number "1" adding one thousand years. 

LATIN: INTE = “in” within time, te – thee thou yourself, “inter” between, among  

FRENCH inte = prefix – break – in front of (inte-semestre) 

with the importance of NOVEMBER being the renewal date of the off worlder "treaties" which have sold us all out.  

Verily, a "new year" for us 
10 72 1THE YEAR. NEW CENTURIES ONE THOUSAND NON- PREFIXED  NEW SEVENTH MONTH. 

The year. [is the topic in Q 19?] Centuries C: nine?  900/hundred  not.inter/ put in/prefixed   19 (9+7) months 
go to 9 19 just out of curiosity to see what it says 
 

oh I just realized something. If the "new 7th month" is July - that matches  hidden texts which spoke of the new millenium beginning 
in a July (edict by Constantinople VII or VIII). will go find those texts... 
5 12 1 Aupres du lac Leman fera conduire Conduit        near the Lake of Geneva [CERN] it will be (conduit to?) 
RUDE ENS

 Eridanians/
... [you]   

the 324 years added to our calendar in July i676AD making August 1,000A.D. A Roman edict from Constantinople.  
PURSUE CALENDARS EDUCATION, REPUDIATES MANACLED ORDNANCES  the gaol term in ‘irons in the pit’ 
as well as slavery for all of us arranged within the false "Treaties".      

 

 

 

9 19 
In the middle of the forest of Mayenne, 
the Sun in Leo lightning falling:   directed energy weapons 

from the great one of Maine/HAND – of Orion, the Orion Group 
The great bastard yssus - 
[from] this day ferny points [dna] enter inside the blood .  

ever seen nano robots up close? Or Morgellons 

 

This line was published in Leonardo An Incarnation Of Enki Continues   Jan. 11 2015 

2 18 2 Empefchera fubit deux exercites.  
IS PREFIXES [lords] CAME {Virgo/Sept] – EXECUTED HURT (Dragon en Virgo?) IS EXECUTED EXTREME FUSE UP BREACHES. 
E.D. extra dimensional CUBE CHE'RUBIM PREFIXES (the Elo'im He Rods) EXECUTED THEIR FATE,  RUM/queer EXIT IN FACE   (in Scorpio)  
E.D. CHE'RUBIM EXPECT FEAT FIXES FATE FEATURE (the Nibiru visits) fixes the new orbit feature of the planets 
o The FUSE UP BREACHES   refers to the sasaring of innocent people in their homes and calling it wildfire, in Virgo
The word PREFIXES refers to "Lords" other than  EnKi/E'A who dislikes the term, and is qualified herein as  SUFFIX /E'Yah 
 

 

7 9 in 7a Da Vinci Meets Nostr. Part 2 
The lady in the absence of her great master 
Supplication begged from the Viceroy, 
Feigned pledge and dragged regrettably,  Earth 
in the hands of the great Prince/Sirius from Bar. Cancer 
 

EXPLICATION 
inte  http://www.wordreference.com/fren/inte  
en espagnol | Conjugueur de verbes | en contexte | images 

 WordReference WordReference English-French Dictionary © 2018: 

 Collins 

Principales traductions 

Français 
 

Anglais 

inter, 

inter- préf 

(partagé) inter, inter- prefix 

  Un oubli important ? Signalez une erreur ou suggérez une amélioration.  

WordReference English-French Dictionary © 2018: Formes composées 

Français 
 

Anglais 

inter-semestre, 

intersemestrenm 

(université: période entre 2 semestres) inter-semester, inter-semester 

break n 

in                   PREP   ABL                            

in, on, at (space); in accordance with/regard to/the case of; within (time);                       

into; about, in the mist of; according to, after (manner of); for; to, among; 

t.e                  PRON   5 2 ABL S C                  

you, thee; yourself/thyself; 

inter latin 
inter                PREP   ACC                            

between, among; during; [inter se => to each other, mutually]; 

LATIN: INTE =  “in” within time, te – thee thou yourself,  “inter” between, among  
FRENCH inte =  prefix - break (inte-semestre) 
 

http://www.wordreference.com/fren/inte
http://www.wordreference.com/fres/inte
http://www.wordreference.com/conj/FrVerbs.aspx
https://www.google.fr/search?tbm=nws&lr=lang_fr&q=%22inte%22
https://www.google.fr/search?tbm=isch&safe=active&q=%22inte%22
http://www.wordreference.com/english/suggestions.aspx?w=inter&dict=fren
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footnote PUNCTUATION 

2 72 4 C+F+ PLOTTER 
Not Far from Ticino, in the case of certain Rubicon battle (Latin 'in' & 'pugna'/battle)                   what is that saying: 
"he met his Rubicon..." Julius Caesar in 49BC gained his eventual victory at the Rubicon river. 

[Nostradamus]               (go to the forum ONE SENT TO DIE, UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS) IS GHEBER BEG RESCUE: 
 PUNCTUATION HERE UNDERPINS CURE - NICE BENIGN SUPER HEROIC UP: FURTHERS your EDUCATION  

GHEBER is Zoro.Aster (and several other names) who is Lord of the Rings, who RESCUED the body of Nostradamus via the time portal. 
Nostradamus was found dead standing up.  His actual death date was September 19 2011, in the skies above the collator's farm.  These 
co-ordinates to see the imploding planetoid can be found by seeking them: over Canberra N.S.W.  ca 8 35 pm. A 'friend' on  f b  found the 
co-ordinates but due to unfortunate circumstances that information was lost to me. An astronomical program should help one find them 

2 72 4 Pres du Thefin, Rubicon pugne incerte. 
 "ENDURING CHE-RUB POTENCE GIFTED ENCOUNTER UP" PREUENTS PERTURBING BURN-UP COHERENCE CHEF INSERT

go to 2 18 and 7 19 here, because the incident was predicted to the day, two years prior, AND THIS is a third line about it, 
the "perturbing burn-up" was going to be the directed energy weapon aimed at the CHEFcollator Not the first attempt either. 

 HUGE  BENEFICIENT CUBE: INSECT/Mantid CONFIDING:   
INFER FUNNIER, RECIPHERING"EN"(this is a joke from them!  Picking on me somewhat for not realizing that "en" means 
many things. I do hope They are not telling me that "EN" translated as "made" also means "Mead".Because that usually means a directive  

BROUUN SUN HERPETIC PRINCE PUTREFIER  INSERTED INCONGRUENCE DEEP INTO INTRUDER EUNUCH,&RICH PONCES  
FEBRUARY 4TH 10.00AM – RESULTS OF REMOVING /USING THE WORDS "COPPER RING" FIRST: 

PUPPIS E.N.E. TOUCHING ON COPPER INSERTED INTO NEUU SHREUUD RING REFERENCE, ARE COPPER BITTERN- 
(!) UUHEN HERON seabird  SONG SINE TUBE UNITS REUUOUND, THE STUDDED DENSE UUIDE UUINDINGS ENTUUINED

UUENT SUCH = RETCHING, UNSERENE RUSH THROUGH TUUINNING RETURN NO DEFENCES HENCE HURTS RING LORD  
BRUTES... CRUDE  UURENCH [pull] E.M.R. FUNDS THIN BENEFITS.

 

if you were only on this side of the computer with me you would be as taken aback as I am.    Only yesterday the words 
"copper" and "zinc" were highlighted when detailing the workings of the haoma. C+F+HAOMA & I expect the following  
will have an answer to my query about that 
R.O. NICEST FRIENDS DEFINE: SENT THEE UNDER THOU OUUN  PERFECT BEST TUNED UNITED FETCH, BETTER UUIT 

circular molecular phenomenom see Diana Gabaldon's description of time travel in the forum EMPIRICAL PROOF OF TIME TRAVEL dodecahedral 

o  PUPPIS from Argo E.N.E., extra terrestrial noetic entity BIREO/Cygnus... was in the line too 
o   an oxymoron. When the word WENCH was in use it had other meanings

o  the parasites in a pig... pour coca cola onto pig meat and watch 

4 95 4 Victor puis nay en Armonique terre    Victor then born on Armenian soil   
(all previous translations have had this as American soil – clearly it is not.) 

/Mantids  from Argo   OARS COIN [his] KEEN VIRTUE

   

We can see here how the Lord of Earth and her Waters E'A deals with his brother EnLil/YHWH chief Pilot, Lord of Airways/storms 
frequencies and smoke, which includes sacrificial smoke (such as the Jewish, the Mayan and the suttee of India.) 
Where frequencies encompasses electricity which leads to computers which controls the money system. Kind of a battle between 
nature and technology. Enlil does love his nuclear crap.   The only common denominator being electricity,  which both Earth-water 
and Airwaves (electro magnetic) can produce.  Earth produces her electrical needs via her central core –  
and it is this which is under attack via the many CERNS 

 INCORPORATE vb PUNCTUATION: ~ INVOKES MERRIER INNOVATOR.
10 39 3. Auant dixhuict incompetant eage,  Under eighteen, incompetant time.  

IN UPDATING ANATHEMATIC  EXECUTION (of the texts…   ANA-THEM-ATIC  not the normal expected themes 
EXCEEDING THAT,  AIM AT PUNCTUATION  (Quite so: eg. where Lan and Lon has none and alert for ditrochees 

MI EXPECTATION ATEN (asteroid) DUTCH GUIANA C+F+VERMONT  in the Template 

(the “Vermont towards Chile” asteroid) noting there is an “x” in ‘dix huit’ yet Allan has no “x” in the computerized line... ergo 

  

DAMOSELS, DAMSEL SCOURGED FCHEDULES CODES.
went thru the Template [herein] .

 SOURCED REAL VOLUMES    
(C+F+AUTHENTIC)

 

SOULS FEUD OUER MALUSED/relates to ‘envy’ of finding the true quatrains triple method ciphers, with my anger at the changes  
URGED BREED ROGUES CREEDS SCOURGES (the Qaran Quaran book of Other Worlders)  

 

9 46 
Be gone, flee from Toulouse ye red ones,         Cardinals 
For the sacrifice to make expiation: (=) 
The chief cause of evil under the darkness of pumpkins: 
HALLOWEEN 

Prognostication [came] to strangle  carnal death. 
9 46 3 Le chef du mal deffouz l'umbre des courges. 
RECLUSE CHEF MEAD: GURU GOD FORUMS: FROZEN GEM FREEZE RUDE GRUESOME DOZEN, BULLFROG, (Bufo in Bootes) FUDGE 
CLOUDED ARE SECURE MODULES SUCCEED.    
URGE SOURCE REAL VOLUMES ƒCHEDULES CODES MALUSED,  
BREEDS VOLUMES OF SCOURGES pairs 5 98 1  

 BULLFROG = Bufo in Boötes, those behind/under the Vatican  
 RUDE DOZEN are the Anakim who depend on 12 as their base number.  
 REAL VOLUMES (C+F+AUTHENTIC)  
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5 98 1 A quarante huit degre climaterique at forty eight degrees N latitude (Celtic ‘q’ is also ‘k’)  

RECLAIM  AUTHENTIC  MDLU [MDLV i555] METRICAL [poetry]       i555 publication... pairs 4 44 1  

EDIT INADEQUATE UURECKAGE UUREAQ’D UUHERE DATA AGITATED QUEER  
4 44 1 omitted by the template. Doux Gros de Mende, de Roudes & Milhau i562 edition  

4 44 1 Lous much lauded gros de Mende,de Roudes & Milhau                        i555 publication  

MEAD: GOOD IDEA USE SAGE’S HUMDRUM SOUND MDLXII i562 UERSION  
MODERN MUGS ODIUM SOURED, DISHONOURED [that edition]  
AS UUELL AS MDLUMDLV/i555, DESIGNED ROUGH DIAMOND UERSION MUGS IGNORED.  
RECLAIM AUTHENTIC MDLV METRICAL AND EDIT UURECKAGE.  

 

9 48 3 Dans le folftice hyemal & la prime, In the winter solstice and the spring, 
TELL ALL:  SHE  NAMED  PRIMARY  PRIMAL  ALCHEMYE  LIST.  
MAIDENS (Virgo) PRIAM/king of Troy-deception ETHICS LOSS... METAL. A.I. PRIMED LATE APRIL - MAY. LOSE LANDS. 

4 90 4 Chair, pain, ne vivecs n'auront un ƒeul boucin.   
IS U.N. UUHORE-CONCUBINE EUNUCH CARPATHIAN BASE *VALIANT THOR CROONER PRONOUNCES [UNCLEAN] NAIVE  
UNCONVENTIONAL VIBRANCIES UP, HE IS INNOVATOR OF ‘CONVINCES PUBLIC PAUUN’ NUCLEAR FIERCE FURNACES 
ARE SAFE.  TO SCAN CURVES PANIC, RUIN IN /RAVEN   Unclean is a pun on Lepers.    Unclean = dirty frequencies 

ORBS (INNOCENT VALOUR) UUINNER,  CONFINE UNNATURAL TECHNICAL CHANI, VULTERINE 

NUCLEAR CONNIVANCIES, SPURN AS UNFUNCTIONAL, BURN-UP. 

 EUNUCH the fallen ones – Alcyonese qualified as "eunuchized" by the Anakim 

 CARPATHIAN BASE  the Giant's Genetical Laboratory under Bucegi. See Peter Moon videos 
 

6 2 1 En l'an cinq cens octante plus &  moins,  Made the [centuries] year five hundred and eight more and less (5:80?) 
CONNECT  LINK,  NAMES  NONCOMPETENT pope INNOCENT COMPLIES ANNUAL CLOCK’S SLICK EMPTINESS COMPONENT 
CONCEPT - NECK/Bull=edict ANNOUNCEMENT  INSTALLS  TROIS CENS ANNUAL LOCKED TO MINT CONTINENTAL COINS 

6:2:1 En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins, 
PENS CLUE MENTIONS ANNOTATE LINK CONNECTS ANNUALS 
SIMEON CQIN

 dragon 
CONCOCTS MONETISES CONSTANTINOPLE AS TENANTS  

ICON SPELT U.N CONMAN USE OCTANES COST PLANET 

 

5 80  (from 6 2)  Ogmios = Og.mios = millions giant           Herculobus/Nibiru 

Ogmios Celtic Hercules/Anakim approaches great Turkey,    giants out of Euphrates 

The barbaric league AskheNazi banksters will be driven out: 
Of the two laws the ethnic mixed peoples one will give way , 
Barbarian AskheNazi banksters and freemen  in perpetual strife . 

 

 
 

6 2  go to 5 80,   and 7 9                                   Centuries  5:80   
6 2 1 In the year five hundred eighty more and less,  i582   pope Gregory                                           

6 2 2 One attending a very strange century:  (7th/10th) 
6 2 3 In the seventh century year &  your new celestial  less thereof,   
a similar wording to 10 72 1  tres = very, much ⦙   tes = your ⦙  moins = less ⦙   celestial = calendar 
6 2 4 that the change isn't worth it without knowing what went before 
(behind you) Cheetham                without knowing  what ante [really means] 
seven hundred & nine  = 7:9   

Cheetham has lines 3 & 4 quite different – found in the i557 

En l'an ƒept cens & trois cieux en teƒmoings 

Que plusieurs regnes un a cinq feront change 

In the year ca 705BC [Chinese records] say the year went from 360 to 365 days 
In the year [the seventh century?] the skies as witness 
Several kingdomes one to five will make their change 

bled = burg - backwoods - boondocks - one-horse town dump  interior  back of beyond, godforsaken place 
peine: dolor - grief - merit - pain - stretch - term - trouble - upset - effort - heartache - sorrow - unhappiness - as little as - barely - barely audible - barely coherent - barely legal - 
barely see - be worth your while - bother - broken heart - capital crime - capital punishment - custodial sentence - cut - death penalty - effortlessly - eke out a living - feel bad - feel 
for - full sentence - go to a lot of trouble - go to great lengths - grieve - hard pressed to do sth - hard-pressed - hardly - heartbreak - hurt - hurt feelings - implied threat - jail time - just 
shy of - labor - let sleeping dogs lie - lost - lost soul - no use - not be worth the effort - not worthwhile 

2 a). De sept Grands cinq.                
QR. PAST DECADENT REDNECK PIG’S (GRANDEST STANDING DICK SQUAD)  

DEPENDED ( ,) TREND SPENDING, SICK GRANTS.   

DEPENDS SCANT DNA DESIGN TRICKED KIDS, PENNED IN DECENT PAD, DANCING GRID PENDING CARP PACK DARK STARS’ 
RESPECTING ASCENDENT, DAN RISE  SEND SAD END ARES 

reptoid greys   tectonic plates -    

 PICKING SECT STEPPED AGE DRESSED AS RECEIPT (GRANTS gave KIDDING SICK NICK ... REST IS STERN DIRT) P.S. 
KINDNESS  PINK TRESS QN., ,  STICK NECKS IN NEST, TENDERS DESK, DR. SAGE,  PICKED PARCS (PET PICT)

– PRINTS PAGES, SPREADS INTERNET. (PINK TRESS QN – Cassiopeia who ‘ combs her hair’  Eloim DERN= Saint/Dahl 

o REDNECK PIG’S the boar – from Ursa Major  
o ‘entranced’ using ‘magic’ and ‘entranced’ « came into »  we with their DNA 
o  depleting all gardens/food using the Monsanto agenda, but in the end,   ICED

o – see C+F+ ‘CHAMPAGNE’ : TREND SPENDING pairs C+F+CAMPAIGN 
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o 7 24 4  Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont.  Lorraine greatness due to the comptes of the bridge/stargate 
o                           

ILL-NATURED PILE, (Pile = 'Heap' = 'Manure' = Alcyone)  LINKS  RANK  PAIN IN ADRENAL  PART (kidneys/halal killing). 

o – see the word “CHAMPAGNE” in  2 2 3 mortalanthenegrandpedufuslabranche PAIRS  

: U.N.HARLOTS, NEGRO, FEDERAL BUREAU MERCHANT:BREUUcook up  MATURED ‘AGREEMENTS’ 
o the drinking of champagne or any alcohol during the signing of planet influencing “Treaties” to me is heinous, and see the pun 

“brewing matured agreements” meaning these deals were made a long time ago,  1933 to Treaty 9 in ‘2014’ ‘trade in children’  

o 1 68 4 Done in horror by drunken  traders.                                     and another from  FIX THE CALENDARS    

o 4 41 3 understand  

o  ‘rings’ being cronor visor haomae... answers my question above  what happens to the other two-seventh ??   C+F+HAOMA 

o TREND SPENDING, the black operations between industrial military complex and E.T. = SICK GRANTS...sick clauses.  
o DECENT PAD, Earth DANCING as Isaiah said. GRID magnetic fields PENDING the arrival of the CARP fishmen DARK STAR 
o ING from the rune NG is the false reaping,   that scam for tearing apart children. ARES = genocide.   

o ASCENDENT would be Halloween, October week of 31st. DAN/Scorpio  RISE  rising  

Of the four horsemen...                               ‘ Revelation 6:4  

“Then another horse came out, a fiery red one. Its rider was given power to take peace from the earth and to make men slay each other.             

To him was given a large sword.” Sword = alkhemye for Orion. Recall previous images of the title under GOOGLE EARTH = Orion ME. 
o   yes, Mead-Parks  is a Scott PICKED PARCS (PET PICT)
o of Earth dropping Earth off her orbit.   The word SERCO was in here as well. 

o The same who PICKING SECT pope STEPPED AGE calendar DRESSED pretended AS RECEIPT received 
         KIDDING  a pun on lying ... and  birthing young goats/ children   SICK NICK =  theft. 

HAOMA  of  2 70  3 The tree in stone (wall frieze) (DNA)  fiery tribe 
brought down,  a pun/carried down, and put down. 
here are three very early examples of a time gate trip being 
initiated. It is easy to see how this image evolved into birds 
wings.     This is the Ring Lord, with his anode and diode, his 
reams of copper coils surround him,  and the "tree of life" in 
the foreground (which people parrot on about for some reason) 
which is the electro-magnetic sonic  energy  propulsion  system. 
There is zinc involved here too ??(say these texts 2 72 4)  This is the  
infamous "mercy seat". In the image bottom right we can almost see 
a kind of craft being formed.    The image below shows the EMR being 
contained by cables of some type, which the top image does too  

  

 
3 62 1 OPERA 

these texts 
ECHOED 

repeated
 EN  ALMOST  ELUDED  (refers to my repeated attempt to get 6 2 correct, which did not happen until I 

went back to the French word "en"  to discover it also means "made" – in this very forum!)        /fix the calendars

MERCY  SEAT /haoma CARRY,  CARRIED,  cycles of days and seasons =  

3 37 4 MAGNATES SCRY,  FEAR SECURE PURE IMAGES . FEATURES MANAGES CYPRUS  AGENTS  (C.N.I.M. those who have been trying to 
censor these texts)  above   TRY  REFUTE  EUFRATES  MERCY  SEAT ENGRAMS

 That the bastard Duke will be half received. William the Conqueror 

3 80 4 UUEEQ DAYDREAMER TRADERS DREAM ABLE USE CU/copper REDSEA  MERCY  SEAT
  what the Middle East wars have really been about

 
having already started working with the Tapestry dates here BASE  BASTARDS  STABLE  TABLES  SEUUED  FRAMED  EQUABLE .  

-  CITE  KEYS  QUEUED:  YES  USE QUEUED-TABLE REMEDY. 
see the 

BRETON/NORMAN table here /pun, date  
 MY RYMES BEAT ADDERS

RETARDS "EYE" STARS 
illuminati 

ARES 
genocide.    

                                                                                                 

http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Rev%206.4
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3 80 Bayeux tapestry  C+F+ 8 66  (8
th

 century = 742 C.E.) 
The offended chased out of  English realm, Harold 
The adviser  due to anger put to the fire: 
His adherents turned so investigate under[neath] 
That the bastard will be half received.William the Conqueror 

Is this saying that William shared  the realm?    Such as with the Bretons? 

investigate under[neath]: ALL ALONG THE BOTTOM OF THE BAYEUX TAPESTRY  is a parallel  story – a layer to be read 
by those with the real "keys".  For some reason, not too surprisingly – a familiar space craft is there in full view. See herein. 

6 81 4 Sang efpancher, frofaim a nul mercy         Blood to pour out, wheat famine to none mercy. 
GERMAN RUSSIANS LEARN OF CHAMPAGNE, INHUMAN ANGELFACE MERCY PANACHE CHANNEL, ARCHON URIL 
PIRANHAS SANG RACHMANINOFF PLEASURE, RAMPAGE ORGANS FROM FEMA CAMPS 

Casseopean    
MERCY  SCRYER  LUNA  SCENARY  C, Ophiuchus  MAIA HEAP /Pleiadian ENS /Eridanu GAYNESS homosexual MAFIA  ALUMINA /illuminati 

7 22 2 Yrez encontre amis de. Tarraconne, (Roman Catalonia or Iberia) 

 stargate  

11 18 3 R'acourcisant par telmoyen ses iours, By such means making her days shorter  OUR COURTEOUS SAINTS, ICON ANT CREATORS  
SOREST CONCLUSION ORMUS MERCY SEAT ACORN IS TIME TYRANNY              ties 7 73 1 manipulating profits using Anubis seat 
where ACORN is alkhemye for stargate 

 

7:3  After the marine (U.S.) naval maritime victory of France, 
the people of Barcelona the Saillinons and those 
of Marseilles; (Phocens: Phoenicians)  
the robber of gold,ormus the anvil  (Valiant Thor) enclosedsqueezed in 
in the ball,/ (ring/cronus visor), Earth 
the people of Ptolon (On plot) (Ptolomy) will be party to the fraud. 
recall it was Ptolemy who fiddled the ages into 2,160 yrs ea 

7 3  (from  6 2) in THE MEDITERRANEAN in DATE ORDER 
Apres de France la victoire navale, 
Les Barchinons, Saillinons, les Phocens, 
Lierre d'or, l'enclume ƒerré dedans la baƒle, 
Ceux de Ptolon Ptolemy au fraud ƒeront conƒens. 
(Phocens: Phoenicians) 
people of the Egyptian pharaoh Ptolemy. 'On' being obs. for Egypt 

only the codes within codes was done in the pdf 
7:3  After the marine (U.S.) naval maritime law victory of France, 
the people of Barcelona the Saillinons and those of Marseilles,  
the robber of gold,ormus the anvil Valiant Thor enclosedsqueezed in the ball,/ 

(ring/cronus visor), Earth 
the people of Ptolon (Ptolomy) (On/Egyptian plot) will be party to the fraud. 

recall it was Ptolemy who fiddled the ages into 2,160 yrs ea 

4 4 1 L'impotent prince fache,  plaincts & querelles, Complaints and quarrels, vex the impotent prince, 
SHE ENCRIPTS SIMPLE PTOLEMIST 

debate 
POET'S  PLANETIC PORTENT  AT  PTOLEMIC TIMES    (yes, in LETTER TO THE EDITOR )C.,  

C. NORMA-HEAP ROMAN CHAPEL  COMPLIANT CLERIC  ANTIC
 (removing the prefix) 

RESELLS  TO SHEEPLE  NEUU CENTURIES TEMPO  
 MISPLACES  PALEOLITHIC  SPECIAL  ELLIPTICAL  PHENOMENA  CHINESE  CORRECT, SENT CURRENT ERA POTENCIES

CHANI SAYS: PANHELLENIC  HILLS  INCOMPETENCIES  SEPTIMOLE CELESTIAL  IMPOTENT  MILLENNIAS TIME 
well! THAT was a hard one. SEPTIMOLE – 7 notes to be played in the timing of four or six – I can see this in two ways. The first that 
came to mind being that what most people call the Seven Sisters (due to the word  CELESTIAL) as real angels go, is actually now at 
four, because three of them have been infiltrated – Atlas, Alcyone and Maia. The second: In the timing of four = quatrains, or six = 
sixaines.    Since it is exactly those three bad/fallen angels that altered the MILLENNIAL (according to the title of this forum) this is 
saying they failed (IMPOTENT) 
PANHELLENIC HILLS = across Greece, aaah, got it:  – Mt Olympus,  the Titans  INCOMPETENCIES 

NO NIPPLES ELITE CLONES NAPALM CEPHALIN
  (phospholipid)  

MELANCHOLIC  COLONIES  PELICAN  SITE ... where did the Puritans really land? The 
word MELANCHOLIC  COLONIES indicated the fateful first landing, not just for the Puritans, but fateful for the native peoples too.  The word 
PELICAN brings to mind a sea landing site, one with sadness attached to it, since pelicans are everywhere 

4 4 Libyques Celtiques 
SEEK BECK-CALL QUEST, EUUE you BELL TUUICE:  LIKE ⍰⍰ TELL  PAIRS 1 52 /1 82 2/  3 25 2/  3 25 3 /11 18 6  

 

QUITS SILLY BULLY SEQUEL, CLUELESS QUEBEC TIES BLESS'T CUBE CLIQUE 
QUELL BY SLY QUIET ICES – SLICK  CITIES  SELL: BE CECIL the Six LIES                                              (BE can mean in Virgo 
BY  "BLEUU  ICY  CELL SKIES" saying they are doing the weather when they are not 
SKI  LEY BELTS SIC IB; ley lines ELSE  KILL SICK  BEES  YET                      the excuse          IB = ibid – from the same source 
STICKY BLUE CELLS  KEY IS BEST BET.                beyond my knowledge at the moment 
SELECT BY CYCLE SLITS SILKY UUICKS.              pick your candles and wickes with the best chances, marking the hours 
BEYLIC /Turkish BY SLEEK-BELLY CYBEL plump Anatolian Mtn goddess STICKS. 

 
BE-SET BY UUITLESS CLICK  LIKES;  IS QUITS STEELY I.Q. BYTE  SEUUS UUEBSITE SKY-SECT BLISSES.     blue mouse 
1 48 4 Lors accomplit & mine ma prophetie. Then my prophecy and threats will be accomplished. 
MEANTIME ORACLES PROPHET NAMES PTOLEMI COMPLICATES TITLE prefix to COMPACTILE TIME MAP 
.. ECTOPLASMIC (spirit)  HELIOTROPES HOTELIERS 

I simply could not resist this addition, being a Roman woodcut 
ROMAN image appeared on a page at 
http://www.ancient-code.com/official-grey-alien-footage-smuggled-out-of-area-51/  
Count them = FOUR.. . this DELETES theories of Orion's Belt or Cygnus being involved 

 i557 publication 

http://www.ancient-code.com/official-grey-alien-footage-smuggled-out-of-area-51/
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Ephesians 6:12 “For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the 

rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.” 

What are Reptilians?  What is their origin? 
I will begin with the simple basics and move on into a more detailed explanation. I think for many reading this, it will soon make 

perfect sense as to why Reptilians are the way they are and why they are so blood thirsty.  

Reptilians are not angels or demons. They are what they are. 

They are a dominion power of another realm.  Some Reptilians exercise control of another realm and operate out of that realm as a 

home base. 

They are pirates of a sort. Some have ties to Venus, Orion, Sirius, and Pleiades. 

Reptilians have the ability to operate inter-dimensionally and are able to manifest physically. 

Reptilians have their own agenda, their own type of plan, however, as I explained earlier, Reptilians are very much under the 

management of [a] Satan’s spiritual hierarchy.  

Were do Reptilians come from? Were they created by God? 
 No, Reptilians were not a creation of God. They are an off shoot of another species, a renegade group. 

They don’t want to believe in their beginning of how they came into being. 

Their beginning took place in another realm. They were an experiment gone wrong. They, the Reptilians took over. 

They were created for a specific purpose, but something went awry. 

They don’t want to think that they were created. They want to be considered as the master race.  

Reptilians are a by-product of the Nephilim. They are a super solider type being created to do battle against the enemies of the 

Nephilim. They turned on their creators. They were more than their creators could handle. They quit taking orders. They decided 

that they were not going to do battle for the Nephilim. They considered themselves to be better than their creators. 

The reason they are blood thirsty warriors and fierce looking is because that is what they were created to be. 

They were multi-dimensional and could go to different dimensions and realms and were mainly used on earth. 

They have the ability to shape shift or change their form.  

They harness energy from our physical earth. 

They are vermin like rats that take over an area if left unchecked. They are like blood thirsty vermin. They are what they are. They 

do what they do because that is what they are.  

REPTILIAN REPRODUCTION 

How do Reptilians reproduce or replicate? 
They hijack other life forms. They prefer to use humans. 

They use a method called “twinning” which they learned from the Nephilim. Twinning is kind of like cloning. They create a type 

of clone from a piece of the original Reptilian, but upon birth, it begins to gather to itself it’s own experiences.  

Life is in the blood. Blood cells are like a slice of themselves and are the type of cells used for twinning. 

Their blood cells contain the blue print of everything they are, including their genetic memory, life force, intellect etc. This can be 

switched on for full memory or partial. Full memory would be a replica of the complete memory of the original. They don’t like to 

have a complete twin made because there is an identity  competition. One would kill the other. 

Reptilians are very competitive.  A clone would kill the original because the clone would want to BE the original.  

Reptilian Replication: The 11 Point Process 
1.) Done by a process called twinning.  2.) Twinning has to do with the blood. 3.) Their life is in their blood. 

4.) Their blood cell contain the blueprints for everything they are including intellect, spirit and memories, a type of genetic 

memories. These memories can be switched on if necessary. This is not desirable because the twin may try to kill the original.  

5.) A single blood cell which has connection to the bone marrow is separated from their body.  

6.) They use some type of energy maybe electricity that activates the part of the cell that is the life force. The life force is 

connected to every thing that is in the cell. 

7.) This area of the cell that is the life force begins to direct the cell to form another entity. The life force is connected to 

everything in that cell. This process involves magnetic qualities. It activates everything to begin working. This life force contains 

spirit, memories, and intellect. All characteristics to be expressed are contained in the cell. 

8.) This cell must be deposited into another life form as the preferred method of replication. The preferred targets for hijacking are 

humans. Although they find humans detestable, it is a necessary element of the process. The cell itself at this point may be in 

another dimension or any where else. 

9.) The cell is in some way joined to a human egg. The Reptilian cell is a viable thing, and can go in different directions.  

a. The Reptilian cell is joined to human egg fertilized by human sperm in the womb. b) in a laboratory.  
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c. Less desirable, the Reptilian cell is joined to an unfertilized human egg. 

They are using science. They learned this through the Nephilim.  

10.) The Reptilian cell is able to combine into the life form to the extent that it has the ability to project the physical characteristics 

of the human while remaining in charge. They can not kill the human spirit, but they subdue and subjugate it.  

11.) They rule the host from this point forward.  

- At times they impose their form on the host body such as at rituals where they eat human sacrifices.  

They prefer the Reptilian form over the human form.  

Because a Reptilian can be replicated, memory and all through one blood cell, if a Reptilian is killed, it can be completely 

replicated along with it’s original consciousness. In that sense, they never die. It works like the above explanation, but the part of 

the cell that contains the full conscious memory is not shut off. 

Replication is being done in laboratories across the US. 

Reptilian people working in labs are the ones motivated to make the replicas. 

Another manner the Reptilians reproduce: 
 When 2 infected humans procreate, Reptilians consider that offspring to be theirs and of Reptilian bloodline.  

Sometimes a person’s exercise of will can prevent the Reptilian part from fully expressing itself or taking over. 

People with Reptilian DNA in them are unconsciously attracted to those who also have such such DNA. It is like being attracted 

to a scent on an unconscious level.   

Why humans are the preferred host: 
1.) Humans because similar DNA.  

- Reptilians don’t like to acknowledge it, but they already have human DNA in them because they were created by the Nephilim 

with Nephilim DNA and Nephilim are part human.  

2.) To have an anchor on earth.  

- Using any terrestrial creature gives them an anchor to the physical plane because a terrestrial creature is made of the substance of 

the physical plane (earth), but humans have a spiritual authority above all creatures. Even unredeemed humans. 

3.) Our intelligence is desirable over other terrestrial life forms. 

4.) For spiritual authority. 

- Hijacking a human body gives them use of a spiritual authority here on earth that belongs only to humans. 

- The spirit of humans are different than all other creatures in creation. We have what I call “the God particle” which is the stamp 

of the Creator Himself.  Mankind was created to be co-rulers over creation  with God. 

(There is a huge reason spiritual beings are seeking out humans. They need us to agree with them so they can use us to have 

access to things on earth as well as in the supernatural.  There are places that these beings don’t have access to unless they   

use humans to get access for them.)  Carolyn Hamlett  

FIX THE CALENDARS. pg 15  5 61 4 Et des monts feux juƒques mont Senis. And from the mountains fire at [the top of-as far as ] mount Cenis. 

TOUUNSMEN KNEUU, MEND: EXTENDS  STIFF SMOKE  SCREEN  MOMENTS  CLUES  IN  STONE 
QUEST COMMONS COMMAND TO FIX JESUS, MENDS NEUU UNJUSTNESS STEMS UUEST NOUU 
TEXTS UUISDOM MEMOES OFFSET,  FOX,  SIRIUS TIME DIMENSION DEMONISM  UUANTS IOU  
NOT A JOKE, QUITE SERIOUS DISOUUNMENT NEXT  FUNDS SAXON QUEENS QUINTS QUOTED 
SAXON QUEEN = QEII    QUINT meaning helmeted – her own private army, could include 'supersoldiers' 
The letters U.K. were in here as well, but the word SAXON describes which queen just fine 

 

 
 

and see Presage J562 which is proof 

positive that Nostradamus knew of 

the 1,000 years added to calendars 

https://www.blogger.com/profile/17116683642189570088
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 1066 Minus 676 A.D. [composed of minus the edict 324 plus the clerical 'error' 1,000] is 390 C.E. "Breton age" 
 EXCEPTING IT WAS NOT IO66  making the 390  Conan Meriadoc date a pure coincidence (?) 
i390 we know 'W' was not in use* in France at 390 C.E  because Nostradamus did not have it in J555 A.D./C.E.  
but it was in use 590 C.E.  even after pope Gregory in Ï582 A.D. Adding that even tho the "A.D." was not supposed to 
be instituted until the 676 alterations, we have seen Nostradamus use it ad liberatum, in the i500s. This detail was 
my own sticking point, that Nostradamus was using  'A.D.' before it was made edict. While working with this forum, 
I was sent to a place (unwittingly of course) where a quatrain hit me in the left eye (my good one). That quatrain is 
number  6 2 (once again), but in the i557 Propheties. C+F+CYRILLIC.  I do hope you are as amazed as I was. 
"W" came into use very late in the "i500s" possibly brought from Wales, Waroch II used it in 590 
"W" was not used by Celt-Saxons from Germania – they used  "V" and it is still pronounced "wa" 
VVilliam was written with two "V"s intersecting  in the signing of the treaty at Hastings in i066 (really i 742) in one 
panel and as VV in the very next frame. If one looks at the first "W" it looks exactly like the person stitching the 
letters was running out of room and had actually overlapped the two "V"s to create the "W". 

so 1066  =  i742 *   removing  324 years. Removing 1000 = 66 add 676 – 742) 
*where did I get 390 from?  I066  - 676 = 390 – PROBLEM IS THIS – IT WAS NOT IO66 

THE GAP BETWEEN "BRETON KING AND NORMAN"  =  742 minus 324        Otto "called 676" as "1,000" 
                                                                                                 324 is the gap 
                                                                                              = 418 AD = 5

th
 C (reconciles by 742 – 66 = 676AD) 

 

Arthur's grandfather, had crossed the Channel from Brittany and established his dynasty early in the 5th century.   

The Breton King Aldrien ... 
The Breton King Aldrien had been asked to rescue Britain from the turmoil in which it found itself after the Roman 

administration had departed. (The date for this event taught to us is around  412 AD early in the 5
th

 century) 

He sent his brother, Constantine - Constantine appears to have been the historical self-proclaimed British Emperor who took 

the last Roman troops from Britain in a vain attempt to assert his claims on the Continent in  407 A.D early in the 5
th

 century 

Early Breton rulers. Conan Meriadoc (4th century) - by tradition, the founder of Brittany... 

IN THE 300S ... CANNOT BE CORRECT IF THE ROMAN AUTHORITY DID NOT DEPART UNTIL CA  412 AD UNLESS IT MEANS VERY 

LATE  IN THE 4TH CENTURY INTO VERY EARLY IN THE 5th CENTURY (which Conan 1 was) 

 
the founder of Brittany    

 
 

Conan Meriadoc  king about  350+  died 421 AD  according to the source  
(Cumberlandfamilysoftware www.cft_win.com) 

To complicate historical matters, search sites such as Wikipedia have other Kings named Conan 1, II and III 
reigning around the tenth century and into the 11

th
.  A long way from the 4

th
 and 5

th
 centuries. 

Conan the 2
nd

 being the very same who handed "the keys to William" according to the Bayeux Tapestry. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conan_Meriadoc
http://www.cft_win.com/
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Since I do not know how to "fiddle" with images, I will just have to rely on you to supply  
your own imag.ination. 
 

This fashion here is 6th century, meaning the i550s. Described as "Middle Saxon" where I found it 
Viz: that of the times of Nostradamus. 
All you need do in your mind is change the outer cape to a lovely deep bergundy-maroon colour, 
unclasp it at the throat (this might be the feminine version shown) –  
give it a fairly broad leather style of belt (about two inches wide) and we then have exactly what 
Nostradamus was wearing on his second visit to me.  
"The visit in Easter  2009, where he had said "she berates her vertebrae in Easter"1 8 2 

when, while trying to clamber out of her recliner  she almost put her head into his belly button.  
He had been standing behind her chair, observing."  From the upcoming book  ABBE – Father in Heaven 

 

In this picture I have cut off the footwear, simply because I did not see his feet and do not know    
what shoes he was wearing. 
 

In nine years of hind-sight, I realize what that visit was really about. 
It was exactly so I can compare the fashions since they always provide a true date.  
Mankind has never ever sat still and stagnated within one fashion –  
and certainly not for over 300 years.   
Not even the Greeks and the Romans did that! 

1 8 2 Seras changeant ses loix barbares et vaines 
ASCHERA ARCHES CRASHES STAVE 

date
:  

RAVESTEIN SEES ARAB BARB
 bankster 

ANARCHS  
BAR/Jews STOLEN  BOYS 

AISE AGENTS SELL VAINEST SEARCH  
SHE BERATES HER VERTEBRAS EASTER 

from Allan Webber's Computerised Template                      As usual; 
never send me back to an old published quatrein for no reason. 
ASCHERA asteroid ARCHES the one that curves over Vermont 
STAVE 

date
:  

 

AISE AGENTS SELL  VAINEST SEARCH 
The "vainest" search is when people who do not want to know (lepers) are finally "sold" on the off worlder problem 
AYSE agents includes  Alex Collier (named in the texts), Nostradamus,  and those doing the work of "selling" the warnings  in 
the  texts hidden and supplied by the Casseopean and Andromeda Council (Regency Order) 
The "agent" who had a tractor accident just before Easter 2009, only to have Nostradamus turn up to check on her, he was in 
full body and in colour on this occasion, whereas the previous time (the very first visit in January) he was more ethereal. 
 

1 
Niemitz Hans Ulricht March 4 2003 with researchers  Illig 1991, Zeller 1991, Muller 1992, Marx 1993, Topper 1994 

  niemitz@r.htwk-leipzig.de  

"Between Antiquity (1 AD) and the Renaissance (1500 AD) historians count 

approximately 300 years too many in their chronology. In other words: the Roman 

emperor Augustus really lived 1700 years ago instead of the conventionally assumed 2000 years." 

"However, the whole well-known historiography of the Middle Ages contradicts this assertion! 

The easiest way to understand doubts about the accepted chronology and ‘well-known’ history is to seriously systematize  

the problems of medieval research. This will lead us to detect a pattern which proves my thesis and gives reason to assume  

that a phantom period of approximately 300 years has been inserted between 600 AD to 900 AD,  either by accident, by  

mis-interpretation of documents or by deliberate falsification (Illig 1991).  

This period and all events that are supposed to have happened therein never existed. Buildings and artifacts ascribed to this  

period really belong to other periods.  

Art historians and architects explain and describe artifacts and buildings of this period as anachronistic – but they never 

follow up on their assessments." 

" In 1582 Pope Gregory XIII started the so-called ‘Gregorian calendar’, which is basically a 

corrected version of the old Julian calendar of Julius Caesar. The Julian calendar, after being 

used for a long time, no longer corresponded with the astronomical situation. The difference, 

according to calculations by Pope Gregory, amounted to 10 days. Now please calculate: how 

many Julian years does it take to produce an error of 10 days? The answer is 1257 years. The 

question – at which date was the Julian calendar correct – can be calculated with the following 

amazing result (Illig 1991): 
 

(The year in which the “Gregorian” calendar began minus the years necessary to produce 10 days of error in the Julian calendar  

equals the  beginning the Julian calendar.)>> 

Discussions at length regarding dendochronology and C14 dating methods and errors in their results, then: 
"The few existing stratigraphies of [various] German towns give evidence of the phantom time.  

In Frankfurt am Main archaeological excavations did not find any layer for the period between 

ca 650 and ca 910 AD." 
"Otto III didn’t live accidentally around the year 1000 AD; he himself had defined this date! 

He wanted to reign in this year, because this suited his understanding of Christian milleniarism. 

He defined this date with the help of his famous and well-versed friend Gerbert de Aurillac, 

later Pope Sylvester II. In reality they lived approximately seven hundred years after the birth 

mailto:niemitz@r.htwk-leipzig.de
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of Jesus Christ, but never until then had the years been reckoned ‘after Christ’. [A.D.]  

Perhaps unaware of their error and without intending to falsify they defined one special year as 

 ‘1000 AD’ (Illig 1991).  Consequently chroniclers had to invent 300 years of  history. 

To fill up empty periods – what a great occasion for dynasties and kings! You can design the 

planned future as a construct of the past, and this apparently happened. 

It is not important to explain the motivation of the emperor Constantine VII. I only want to 

demonstrate, that an action of rewriting and faking like this has happened. If it could happen 

in Byzantium, it might have happened at any other place, too. Moreover Theophanu, mother 

of Otto III, came from Byzantium and was a niece of the emperor Tzismiskes (emperor from 

969 AD until 976 AD), a descendant of the same dynasty as Constantine VII. As to the 

question of who faked and why, there could be many speculations. Its seems that in this 

question surprises are ahead which could create trouble for many academic institutions as   

well as other social groups."..... 
Guth, Steven -  (R.I.P. January 2018)         The Missing Dark Ages  
Guth, Steven – Climate Change & Volcanoes – the Hidden Connection  
Illig, Heribert - The Phantom time Hypothesis – The Early Middle Ages Did Not Exist  
Niemitz, Dr. Hans-Ulrich – Did the Early Middle Ages Really Exist? 

(Collator interjection  here:  

What are the chances of the Hidden Texts and or the Quatrains telling us (you and me) details that  
are then followed up by these gentlemen listed above from over two decades ago.   Such details as  
" between 600 AD to 900 AD, "[seventh century to 10th ] and that number 
  which for us has been   (hence the reminder of  JULI  AS  YULE) 

I have to tell you – when I opened this NIEMITZ article which I have not looked at since  
working with THE SHROUD IS REAL (June 20 2013)  I had not ever recalled seeing the number 325 in it.   
My heart began thumping to the point of pain when my eyes lit on that number just now. 
Somewhen, a person needs to collect all quatrain lines that relate to a calendar, compile them, and see what the result is.  
Here in this forum which was intented to be a "quickie" (laughing at that) a commencement has ushered in the mind-map 
required by beginning with the words BRETON ACQUAINT NORMAN. Key search words would in-clude  ASTRONOMIQUE, 
CELESTIAL, CENS - CENTURIES. GRAINS. HOURS. LANES, and I will think of more as we go. 
2 That the year i562.  There are letters amongst the correspondences of Nostradamus = Letter #32 (the one which names"the triple 
method") makes mention of the number 'I562'  "as well as the progressions of 1562  2020 to 1573: 2031  "this last set is, as you know,    
that of your  both climaxing and as a climate climacteric year".   ice age

climactericus. 
from climax, = astrological rung, critical point,  yet in this case also climate: 
the texts hidden gives 2023, as the beginning of the ice age in Aquarius month but the astrological rung refers to our orbit too...  
noting the word "progressions" 
and Letter #34 which continually  mentions I562 within it, under "five solar progressions"  [amongst others,] I561, I562, I563, I564  
(add the cipher of 458) as the clue.  = 2019 to 2022 

C+F+ORIENT   5 62 2 Sun in the Orient, (Russia) Saturnines  in the Western:  and just for the heck of it, let's transfer 5 62 2 to 
a year by adding 458 [the cipher] to i562 – 2020 plus 2 months = in Aquarius  C+F+SATURN 
Interesting that in the Epistle to Henri, Nostradamus wrote the following : 

first : 

"La plebe se levera soustenant, déchassera les adherans des legislateurs, & [et] semblera que les regnes affaiblis par les 
Orientaux ... 
o the ordinary folk risen up, legislators sticking to hunting [them] = [Orion] E.T. resembling those that reign via the Orient...  
continues ... que Dieu le Createur aye déslié satan des prisons infernalles, pour faire naistre le grand Dog & [et] Doban 
o that the Creator God having delayed Satan in [his] infernal (from inferno) prison, (Satan) made born of the great Dog 

(Sirius) the Dogon E.T. (Noting the word Dog is spelt in English). I have left the miss-spelt “f” altered to ‘s’ here 
o And this is EXACTLY how the “fallen angels” have been described within these hidden texts! With emphasis put on the 

words “made born” – as in genetically cross bred and en vitro. Thus describing both the Alcyonese and the Dero. then 

"aprés commencera le peuple Romain de se redresser, & [et] def chasser quelques obfcures tenebres recevant 
o after commencing cordoning/roping (off) the Roman folk for adjustment, (FEMA style camps) & as soon as hunting some 

[the] obscure darkness gathers  few 
in the texts hidden many alerts have been about people being hunted during a world event, but the "obscure darkness" 
here could also mean the "shadow govern-ment" 

2 18  4  La mort de fept terre & marin fubites. 
ATTEMPTED  BARRIERS: BATTLED  FIREARMS  PERMIT.  BLAMED  FIRST [amendment] : RATE  PERMIT (allow)  FILM 

  see police and new laws about being illegal to film/video what they are doing  

in  PRETERMITTED (abandoned amendment) (winter soltice) December 21/25] (same date)  
 Getting rid of the 1st amendment over the Yuletide period during the politicians' break

REMEMBER PORTRAIT (one of the vignettes) ROME ADULTS  BATTLE…Prince of dark men  IS  BASTARD  PRIMES  ABRUPT  DARTS;   D.E.W. 
AIM BLAST MI MATURED REPORTER  MID TERM  between 
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2 18  4  La mort de fept terre & marin fubites. AND  7 19 4  
(e.Yah) (Arcturus) BOLT PERTURBATOR (disturber) MERITS MEDAL,  AIM TRIP,  PORTS MELBA {Nell] MET 

AT ABATTOIR  IN STAR BOAT shipITEM/cube  (true, my place was once an abattoir and yes that is where portal events happened before) 
STEMS stops  … E.M.R. TOAST NELL - ABISMAL BAPTISMAL papal  PART-TIME MURDERER –  
IS  MI in   2 72  PAST BATTLE PLOTTER (see ONE SENT TO DIE UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS  see  ROME ADULTS  BATTLE :   

 

 

see Roman woodcut in  ALIENS, HUMANS & INTERVENTION 
forum where the Casseopean craft defeat the cigar- cylindar 
children-stealing air ships 
In recent forums a collection of images of the Casseopean  
type of craft has been published – here is another one 
Does Travis Walton come to mind? He was returned alive 
Look closely at the clothing – wearing hose as the fashion 
middle of the i500s into the i600s 

PLURIBUS  RESISTIT  PAUCIS OBRUITUR 
hidden few make a higher value stand  

keeping in mind the the money system was run by the papal 
system – those who run the papal system would not be too 

pleased with the approach of those of the Casseopeans – 
who gave us the real Immanuel-Yeshua  

7 19 4 SANITISED NATAL DIANES/Orion ACTINIDES (ISN’T DEAR AGENTS) INSTEAD  A  LUX
 (glow)  

INDICATES  STRANGERS 
UUEAPONS DISSENT RANGE PERSONAGES UUANT no doubt about it. Found this the morning after a strange incident 
here   
A/Cassiopeians  LUX:  bright light of the GoldenCube  RANGE could be a verb or a noun, since it is a farm 
 

see 2 18 4 which predicted this May 29 2017 event in January 2015 
AIMS  BLAST  MI MATURED REPORTER  MID TERM  between  

(e.Yah) (Arcturus) BOLT PERTURBATOR (disturber) MERITS MEDAL,  AIM TRIP,  PORTS MELBA {Nell] MET 

AT ABATTOIR IN STAR BOAT ship ITEM/cube  (true, my place was once an abattoir and yes that is where portal events happened before) 
STEMS stops  … E.M.R. TOAST NELL;  IS ABISMAL BAPTISMAL papal  PART-TIME MURDERER –  

          (see ONE SENT TO DIE UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS  IS  MI in   2 72  PAST  BATTLE  PLOTTER 

the realization only just came to me (fast thinking again – laughing) – that this is saying that the threat that was 
thwarted May 29th came from the same which killed Nostradamus in the imploded planetoid Sept. 19 2011 

Just explaining to you the amazement in the above two lines, one from 2 18 4 FOUND in 2014 and published 2015 
 

7 19 4 found the very day of the event–  2017–which just happens to be IN THE MIDDLE OF    
           and  

May 29th 2017 was the day that the forum of ALLAN WEBBER'S COMPUTERIZED TEMPLATE  being published 
which makes it convenient for the reader who can go and check for themselves . 
2 18 4 appears in Leonardo – An Incarnation Of Enki Continues Jan 11 2015. You will find it in Folio 8 

further to the above lines = 
TODAYS FIND ~ 2018 February 4TH 10.00AM having put more time into working with this line (appears on an earlier page in rough draft) 

 The  results of removing /using the words at issue "COPPER and RING" first:
2 72 4 Pres du Thefin, Rubicon pugne incerte.  Not Far from Ticino, in the case of certain Rubicon battle  (Latin 'in' & 'pugna'/battle)   
CENTURIES COHERENCIES CHEF INSERTS  
"ENDURING BIREO CHE-RUB POTENCE GIFTED ENCOUNTER UP"  this could be relating to the May 29th 2017 event as well 
PREUENTS PERTURBING BURN-UP,  from directed energy weapon 

 

FRIGHTENED DEFICIENT EUNUCH,/Alcyone. IS CORRUPTED GENUINE.  
INFER FUNNIER, RECIPHERING "EN" 

(this is a joke from them!  Picking on me somewhat for not realizing that "en" means many things.  
I do hope They are not telling me that "EN" translated  as "made" also means "Mead".   
Because that usually means a collator directive  

SENT THEE OUT UNDER...a pun on Australia  SHIP'S NET         the latitudes 
R.O. NICEST FRIENDS DEFINE THIS THING: 
PERFECT/vb BEST TUNED UNITED FETCH,  
FOR BETTER UUIT ( THOU OUUN ).  yes, other lines have said They picked me up March 20 2017 to repair ganglions in the brain 
dodecahedral circular molecular phenomenom = frequencies fetch, and see Diana Gabaldon's description of time travel 
 in the forum Empirical Proof Of Time Travel 

 o PUPPIS from Argo  
 o E.N.E., extra terrestrial noetic entity  
 o BIREO/Cygnus... all three part of the Elohim 

Alcyone  
& RICH PONCES elite TOO  

 describes the workings of a haoma: 
 

NEUU SHREUUD RING REFERENCE,                         haoma 
(refers to the haoma work being done yesterday) 
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Seabird 
so not just any heron song/frequencies  with copper-tin being bronze 

 
are these the copper-zinc units? That might be brass.  Other lines speak of zinc relate to the “mercy seat” 

THE STUDDED DENSE UUIDE UUINDINGS EUEN IN PERU   
take a close look at the ancient haoma wall reliefs 

UUHEN SUCH = RETCHING, UNSERENE RUSH UUENT
THROUGH  TUUINNING recoupling RETURN: (!) the very things I was pointing out on f b 
INNER THIEF BENT UUEE'N  

weaned children abused and psychologiclly damaged 
SEE FUTURE INUADERS  prefix/suffix   

 the new calendars with their consequence of  changing the children, mutated both mentally and physically 
 

the falsely dated “treaty” clauses. To read between the lines 
NO TRIP DEFENCES HENCE HURTS RING LORD BRUTES BEEN... 
CRUDE  UURENCH [pull]  

 (muslims)   (them and their fear) 
 o UIRGIN UUENCHES an oxymoron. When the word WENCH was in use it had other meanings 
 o SUUINE BENT INFECTED the parasites in a pig...   pour coca cola onto pig meat and watch 
 o That might be brass. ærain. in Quatrain 1, line 2. i555 and i557 but  i562 has it as d'erain = bronze, made from copper and 

tin or copper and zinc or a mixture of  all.  Brass is made of copper and zinc 
if you were only on this side of the computer with me you would be as taken aback as I am.     
Only yesterday the words "copper" and "zinc" were highlighted when detailing the workings of the haoma.  

C+F+HAOMA in the new forum  &  I expect this is the answer to my query about that. 

o While looking for something else a line in 9 54 jumped at me where I could see the word ZINC and here it is leading  with: 
9 54 2 Pres de Ravenne qui pillera la dame, Near Ravenna, he who would plunder the lady, 
MEAD  APPEALS  ARM'S  Black Knight DARK  PALADIN/heroic  knightLEPSARIA;  ASKED :  

 QUERIES VALUED IDEAL  ALLADIN-LIKE  SESAME  LADDER-MARVEL   RULES ??             asking how it works
QUARRELLER  EVIL MAN-LIKE  VIPERINE  INSANE  V.I.P.  SAAM:  PRIMAEVIL AMIMAL-LIKE ADRENAL REAPER  

 

 : 9 54 3 Sous roc cachez raviront fept aute ames. ("i" is also 'y', and "u" is "v") Answer
               Hidden within rock tree in stone they men of fire will  carry off seven other souls. 

TO TRANS-PORT CONTACT POETESS  IS  INSECT'S SUCCINCT  SUPER  COMPACTNESS  IMPORTANCE RESPECT OF TIME  
FAVOURS CONSTRUCT PROTECTION FOR TRIP SUCCESS. SHE SPIES FAVOURITE  POET OCCUPANT – HE MEETS HER TO 
PATRONIZE HER CONTEXTS. SHE COMPUTES POTENT ACCOUNT. FROSTIER  CONCEPTS CAST OVER CURVACEOUS EARTH 
ZINC CURVES FIT OVER THE TOP CREATES ACCURATE SUAVE SONIC SEPARATES  AMPUTATION SHARP ACUTE HEAT 
CONTRAST ACTION STRIFE IS CAST OUT. ORMANCER USES  EC.STATIC  E.M.R. HAZE – HORIZON CAVEAT - HAVE ACTIVE 
ACCURATE SINE CAPTIVE:  PUT ACCEPANCE TO TOUCH (VOICE ATTRACTS  CYMATIC) ACTIVATE FREEZER  UUHEN  
CHOICE IF CHAOTIC  STOCCATO shuddering HAZE  CREATES  CAUSTIC VAST.  IS  FATHER IN HEAVEN:  "OPT ACT FAST" 
RE-CANTOR  FITS  OTHER ITEMS:  CORN ZEST ENZYME NECTAR  COUNTERS CAUTERIZE MENACE,  COPPER, SEAT, 

  ROCKFACE  PICTURES  VECTOR  EARTH COURT VIRTUE  MEANT  TO AMAZE   AFTER SHE SEES  OUR  CAVERN PHOTOS
MANUFACTURERS  OF  TIME-CRAFT  CHART  ANARCHIC  CROFTERS /preppers CRAZE (PROVE FACTORS TO SURVIVE) 

ATS   HERPETIC  VENTUROUS  MASSACRE FARCE ARE ANU  VASECTOMIZER 

COMATOSE SPERMATAZOA  HEAP  UUITH  CATASTROPHIC  CAPTURE:    
o EC.STATIC   = ex static – would copper prevent static? or  zinc? Copper/zinc = brass and can generate static electricity-  
o I am told copper creates a great deal of static. 

 o the word SATAN was with the word SORCERESS/Kali  but could not fit it in the line 

 

9 54 just when one thinks it has nothing to do with the current topic... 

There will arrive at port of Corsini, 
Near of  Ravenna EVER NAN who would plunder the lady, statue of liberty? 

Some deep sea outer space legate league of  the Lisbonese, MOORS who went to Spain 
Hidden within rock they will carry off seven sept other  autre souls.  
'disguised in stone' – see 2 70 and the haoma illustrations 
EVER NAN = those fallen ones from Pleiades 
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Helen Parks  
"  "WHY AREN'T WE TOLD? 

“Radiometric dating?” snorted Ray. “It’s useless in dating the past!” 

“What do you mean… useless?” I 
Johnathon Gray  asked. 

“Look,” said Ray. “I’ll give you an example.  

Human remains found deep in the delta deposit near New Orleans, Louisiana, were dated at 57,000 years  

– but when wood from the gunwhale of a Kentucky flatboat was found deeper, the 57,000 years shrank to  

200 or less. 

“You’re kidding!” I 
Johnathon Gray  exclaimed. 

“No, that was true. And do you know, C-14 dating of Egyptian pharaohs’ tombs have registered mummies  

500 years ‘older’  than their sarcophagi!  

And grains older than the containers in which they were found.” 

A field archaeologist must not take anything for granted.  

This was something I had to check out. 

During many years of living in Australia, I made several visits to the island state of Tasmania.  

I know of a farmer near the town of Burnie who was removing some fence posts on his property.  

These had been set in the ground less than 100 years earlier. 

He discovered that the in-ground portion of each post had actually opalised. 

The farmer mischievously sent samples of the petrified wood  to two Australian institutions,  

asking them to date the wood.  

The institutions were La Trobe University in Melbourne and the National University in Canberra. 

The two labs dated the two specimens at two vastly different  ages –  

one insisting that the wood was 100,000 years old.  

When the farmer protested that this was definitely not so, he was assured that this HAD  

to be the age of the wood! 

These kind of things began to get me worried.  

What was going on here?  

Can you see? Something is wrong – drastically wrong.  

This kind of evidence should be enough to discredit the system. 

 

WHO IS BEHIND THIS DECEPTION? 

I won’t bore you with how dating systems are worked out.  

But I can tell you these.  

Most ages obtained by one method DISAGREE with the ages obtained by other methods.  

For example, most radiometric “ages” don’t match fossil “ages”. 

Johnathon Gray  

https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142?hc_ref=ARR-8soXbx1JpWv3tVd_C2QVG0yTmzUH3_XYH3S5lkiSPMtQjUikvrdEcRgdylNm9aQ&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142?fref=nf

